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Chapter 9 1 
 2 
Special Tactics and Techniques 3 
 4 
Section I. Military Operations on Urbanized Terrain. 5 
 6 
9101. General 7 
Complexity of the Urban Battlespace. MOUT takes place on, above, and under the ground floor level of 8 
buildings. Here are the key facts about MOUT: 9 
 10 
· Urban combat can involve fighting on multiple levels and multiple directions simultaneously. 11 
 -- This almost always causes units to become fragmented. 12 

-- Situational awareness is very difficult to maintain. 13 
 14 

· The enemy is not everywhere, but may give the appearance of being everywhere. 15 
-- Often the problem is finding him. 16 

 -- Urban fighting has historically produced high casualty levels. 17 
 -- Open areas are the primary danger areas. 18 

-- Historically, up to 70% of casualties in the urban battlespace occured in open areas. 19 
 20 

· MOUT is almost always characterized by the presence of significant numbers of noncombatants. 21 
 --There are certain basic urban fighting skills for which Marines must be trained 22 
 in addition to basic infantryman skills. 23 
 24 
Enhanced Mission Effectiveness through Focused Training and Use of Combined Arms. Focused, 25 
MOUT-specific training reduces casualties by increasing knowledge of how to fight and win effectively 26 
in the urban environment. After focused training, the highest payoff for improved MOUT performance is 27 
employment of combined arms. Task organized forces combining infantry and mechanized forces are 28 
often ideally suited for urban combat and can help in reducing casualties. 29 
 30 
Urban Battlespace Geometry. Urban targets have hard, smooth, relatively flat surfaces. Rounds almost 31 
always hit these surfaces on a slant, increasing potential for low order detonations, duds and ricochets. 32 
Other important battlespace geometry factors include: 33 
· Engagements are at close range. 34 

-- Inducing danger from back blast and fragmentation. 35 
-- Causing duds from firing inside of minimum arming ranges. 36 

· Canyons formed by tall buildings create dead space. This affects: 37 
-- Depression and elevation limits for indirect fire weapons. 38 
-- Availability of delivery path options for air delivered ordnance. 39 

· Distance in urban combat relates as much to vertical separation as it does to horizontal distance. 40 
 -- Separation between forward and rear areas may be greatly compressed in terms of meters and 41 
kilometers but can be greatly extended in time by the need to move up and down stairs and ladders. 42 
 43 
· Urban boundaries can be noncontiguous because units maneuvering in urban environments often bypass 44 
isolated pockets of enemy rather than attempting secure all the terrain in a linear manner. 45 
 -- Buildings provide excellent cover and concealment to the enemy. 46 
 -- Precision targeting is obscured by smoke, dust and shadows from buildings. 47 
 -- Targets are hard to identify and hit from the air. 48 
 -- Tactics are greatly affected by the potential for fratricide in the complex battlespace. 49 
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 -- Limiting collateral damage and rubbling can be a major concern. 1 
-- Principles that apply to use of high ground and cross-compartment mobility in open or rolling 2 

terrain often apply equally well to the urban environment. 3 
 – For example, upper stories and tops of buildings offer the same advantages as hilltops.  4 

Human Factors. In addition to those strategic and operational level considerations addressed in the 5 
“Human Dimension” section (Chapter 1) of MCDP 1 Warfighting, certain tactical human factors affect 6 
behavior in urban combat. Specifically, small units that are in very close proximity do most of the urban 7 
fighting. Therefore, the squad leader’s situation awareness can be the difference between victory and 8 
defeat for the entire force. 9 
-- Engagement times are short, often ruling out well-aimed shots. 10 
 – Necessitating quick kill techniques that rely on effective use of the front sight post. 11 
-- Ammunition usage is very high so you must plan for rapid and constant resupply. 12 

– This is a critical planning factor. 13 
--  Close coordination of fires is required to reduce potential fratricide. 14 
--  Rules of Engagement (ROE) may limit fire support options.  15 
--  Communications are very difficult to maintain. 16 
--  Casualties can be high so casualty evacuation must be planned for. 17 
--  Casualty collection points (CCPs) must be established to facilitate care of Marines, and 18 
 mitigate those human dimension factors cited in MCDP 1. 19 
--  In addition to normal gunshot/shrapnel wounds, casualties will probably include: 20 

-  Extensive injuries from glass fragments embedded in skin. 21 
-  Serious abrasions from contact with concrete. 22 
-  Crushing injuries from falling walls and debris. 23 
-  Eye injuries from flying glass. 24 
-  Fractures from tumbling down stairs or falling from upper stories. 25 
-  Breathing problems in confined spaces caused by persistent smoke and dust clouds. 26 
-  Infectious diseases endemic to the area. These diseases can spread quickly in confined spaces. 27 

 28 
9102.  Principles. 29 
 30 
Spherical Threat. Tactical formations, of whatever size or composition, must maintain a 360-degree 31 
security or a “tactical bubble” in the urban battlespace to protect against a threat that can attack from any 32 
direction. This is because there are no fronts, flanks or rear in the urban environment. The squad must be 33 
capable of reacting to enemy contact at any single point or multiple points simultaneously to deny the 34 
enemy the ability to maneuver effectively against the flanks and rear. And, each element within the patrol 35 
has to create 360-degree security in its own right. In this way, they can provide for their own security as 36 
unforeseen gaps appear in the formation.  37 
 38 
Combined Arms. Correct employment of Marine Corps combined arms assets in support of the infantry 39 
is a cornerstone of effective MOUT. See Section IX, below.  40 
 41 
Adherence to Basic Principles. Fighting in the urban environment is chaotic, deadly and very fatiguing. 42 
However, the environment can be effectively managed through adherence to certain basic principles.  43 
· Keep plans simple; but provide clear, use concise control measures. 44 

– Complex plans unravel very quickly when they are exposed to the friction imposed by the 45 
environment and the number of options available to the enemy. 46 

· Clearly communicate the plan to all members of the team. 47 
– Enables every Marine to make decisions when in contact with the enemy that supports the 48 

commander’s intent two levels up from themselves. 49 
· Prepare and rehearse immediate action drills (IAD) and “actions on” that are specific to the combined 50 
arms team. 51 
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– Key among these are actions on ambush from the flank and rear. 1 
· Plan and rehearse your use of communications nets and procedures. 2 
-- Use formatted reports. Formatted reports reduce the number and length of radio transmisions and 3 
reduce the chances that tired or frightened operators missing crucial information. 4 
-- Develop and rehearse combined arms team formations and IADs that provide for mutual support 5 
among elements for varying threat and urban conditions. 6 
-- Train the squad to change formations quickly and efficiently. 7 
 8 
Mutual Support. ALL movement should be mutually supported. This applies to combined arms teams 9 
(described later) all the way through bounding and overwatch movement in pairs. 10 
 11 
Command and Control (C2). Maintaining situation awareness is very challenging in the chaotic, heavily 12 
compartmented urban battlespace. However, knowing where the squad is and what it is doing—even 13 
though the squad leader cannot maintain visual contact—is critical to mission success. For example, a 14 
squad clearing a building may have its fire teams isolated from one another by walls and/or floors. This 15 
can create a sense of isolation and loss of mission focus. Effective tactical positioning and use of the ISR 16 
can help the Squad.  17 
  18 
The Squad Leader in MOUT. In the urban battlespace, the Squad Leader is the primary tactical leader. 19 
His rifle squad must be able to operate semi-independently, physically close to other squads, yet isolated 20 
by walls, buildings and rubble.  21 
 22 
Leader Location. During movement in the urban environment, the squad leader must often move back in 23 
a position from which he can keep situational awareness and therefore provide better overall command 24 
and control. When the squad leader chooses to move forward immediately behind his assault elements, as 25 
he had been trained to do in more open terrain, he risks losing situational awareness behind him. He 26 
should use high vantage points whenever possible to watch his elements move into and around buildings. 27 
This will also give the squad leader a better picture of the terrain and sometimes the enemy. 28 
 29 
Above all, the platoon commander, platoon sergeant and squad leader must share information and 30 
awareness. The best way to do this is to periodically meet in the battlespace 31 
 32 
Speed, Tempo and Momentum. Speed is rate of movement relative to time and distance. Tempo is a 33 
characteristic, rate, rhythm or pattern of work or activity measured relative to the enemy’s movement or 34 
activity. Momentum—either positive or negative—is the quantity of your advantage in speed and tempo 35 
relative to that of the enemy. 36 
 37 
Establishing Tempo and Momentum in the Urban Battlespace. Set a pace that the enemy cannot 38 
maintain until he is eventually overcome by events. Although a fast tempo is necessary for the initial 39 
break-in stage, you may have to slow down to allow the attacking force to regain its balance. Urban  40 
attacks are characterized by fast violent action during clearance followed by lulls for reorganization. This 41 
does not mean to stop the momentum, but to control it, even if this means slowing down to do so. As 42 
squads move, it is important to prevent one unit from losing communications with the others to reduce the 43 
chances of fratricide. (See the “Go Firm” tactic, below.) 44 
 45 
Maintain an Aggressive Approach to Maneuver. You must maintain an aggressive posture and keep 46 
the enemy under pressure. Beware of a “Bunker Mentality” that comes from a sense of security and relief 47 
upon clearing a building or winning an intense firefight. This can generate a desire to “stay put” and 48 
reluctance to reenter danger areas to pursue another battle.  49 
 · Avoid focusing attacks on buildings where retreating enemy are observed.  50 
   51 
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  · Use maneuver, e.g., flanking attacks to avoid attacking directly into the enemy’s defenses. 1 
– Coordinate with adjacent squads for use of fire support or for a flanking attack. 2 

 3 
9103.  MOUT Specific Rifle Squad Techniques 4 
 5 
Go Firm Tactic. The go firm technique enables leaders to rapidly assess their tactical situation and adjust 6 
as necessary. The go firm is essentially a short halt during which the force secures its immediate 7 
environment and then pauses to reorient itself. Concurrently, it allows the affected units to conduct 8 
resupply, or redistribution and to treat and evacuate casualties. 9 
 10 
Go Firm Employment. There is no specific time to conduct a go firm. The decision to do so will be 11 
balanced by the need to maintain contact with the enemy. Some examples are: 12 
-- On patrol, after moving without incident for a sustained period. 13 
-- Following a confusing period of contact such as sniper engagement or unsuccessfully chasing a 14 

suspected enemy. 15 
-- After the seizure of a building or other structure. 16 
-- Any time the leader feels he is losing the ability to effectively command and control his unit. 17 
 18 
The go firm can be particularly effective at night when the populace is avoiding you. When teams go firm 19 
and remain concealed, it gives the impression that the patrol has moved on and may entice the opposition 20 
come back out into the open. The broad steps for go firm are: 21 
-- Pass the word and ensure all elements acknowledge receipt. 22 
-- All elements halt and seek the nearest defensible position. 23 
-- All elements clear their immediate area through 360 degrees. 24 
-- Stand by for a leader’s situation report that should: 25 

-- Describe the current situation as he sees it. 26 
-- Give the status of enemy contact and locations of his elements. 27 
-- Add any administrative issues. 28 

 29 
Each subordinate element either concurs with the report, or corrects any items or areas where the squad 30 
leader has lost situational awareness. 31 
-- Concurrently, at the platoon level, the platoon sergeant should use the time to push replenishment 32 
forward and take casualties out. 33 
-- After the leader makes any adjustments, he issues a FRAGO and the force resumes its movement. 34 
 35 
NATO Control Markings are characterized by the following: 36 
-- Flag or chemically activated light (chem light) at an entry point. This may be the only entry point 37 
cleared of enemy and booby traps. 38 

Make it easily recognizable for approaching Marines. 39 
 Flag/chem light to mark FLOT as battle progresses. 40 
 Mark each cleared room as soon as possible. 41 

 -- So supporting fires can be shifted two rooms 42 
ahead while you clear the next room. 43 

-- This is essential to protect against fratricide 44 
--  Colors at entry points can give information, as shown in 45 
table 1. 46 
 47 
Organizational Structure. The basic infantry structure does not 48 
change for urban combat. But forces may be task organized within the urban battlespace. For example, 49 
the rifleman in some fire teams may be employed as a Designated Marksman (see below).  Squads may 50 
be reinforced or have heavy weapons and/or armored vehicles in direct support or attached to them. 51 

Table 1 NATO Control Marking Colors 
Color Information 
Red Entry Point: Building not yet Clear 

Green Room or Building Cleared 
Yellow Casualties Present 

Blue Engineer Support Required 
White Forward Line of Troops (FLOT) 
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 1 
Maneuver Control Measures. 2 
· Objective(s) such as a single small- or mid-sized building may be an objective for a rifle squad.  3 

- When an objective extends into the street, include only the near side of the street. 4 
· Phase Lines are normally used to report progress or to control the advance of attacking units. 5 

- Orient on readily identifiable features. 6 
-  Use the near side of a street or open area. 7 
- Could be separate floors; i.e., vertical phase lines, in a multiple story building. 8 

·  Boundaries are used to define zones of action.  9 
-  Set within blocks so that a street is included in the zone. 10 
-  Include both sides of the street. 11 

·  Checkpoints aid in reporting locations and controlling movement. 12 
- Should be easily identifiable. 13 
- Move them at irregular intervals to avoid establishing a routine. 14 
- Make sure all units use the same names for these points. 15 

-- Attack Positions (APs) are secure positions near the objective that may be occupied by forward units 16 
for last-minute preparation and coordination. 17 

- APs are often behind or inside the last large building before crossing the Line of Departure (LD). 18 
-- Line of Departure (LD) should be located on the near side of an open area running perpendicular to the 19 
direction of attack. 20 

- Is often a street or rail line. Figure 1 illustrates how these are displayed on a map. 21 
 22 
9104. Night Operations 23 
 24 
Importance of Getting into Position. After your unit has conducted a daylight movement in the urban 25 
battlespace, you should establish a defensive posture before transitioning into night security operations. 26 
Establishing 360-degree security after nightfall is very difficult and the potential for fratricide is high. 27 
Whenever tactically feasible, establish security and sectors of responsibility before it gets dark. 28 
 29 
Advantages. When fighting in the urban battlespace during night or periods of limited visibility, 30 
attacking or defending forces have several advantages. 31 
·  In many cases, Marines may have a technological advantage in thermal imagery and light intensification 32 
over their opponents. This enables Marines to identify, engage, and destroy enemy targets before being 33 
detected by the enemy. 34 

– Having the capability to conduct operations nearly as well at night or during periods of reduced 35 
visibility as during daylight gives Marines a tremendous advantage over an enemy with reduced 36 
night vision capability. 37 

– It also aids the generation of tempo and allows Marines to gain or retain the initiative. 38 
·  Generally, ranges of direct-fire engagements are greatly reduced in the MOUT environment. During 39 
periods of limited visibility, unaided target acquisition ranges are further reduced. This enables attacking 40 
forces to close to shorter ranges, thus increasing the lethality and accuracy of weapons. 41 
·  Attacking forces can also take advantage of the enemy’s reduced ability to see and can more effectively 42 
engage the enemy before being detected with thermal imagery or light intensification devices. 43 
·  Helicopter borne assaults are best conducted during periods of reduced visibility because the enemy’s 44 
air defense systems may be degraded. 45 
·  Attacking during periods of limited visibility gives the attacker a greater chance of achieving surprise. 46 
 47 
Disadvantages. When fighting in built up areas during periods of limited visibility, attacking and 48 
defending forces also face some disadvantages. 49 
· Command and control is difficult in any operation in the urban battlespace; periods of limited 50 
visibility increase this difficulty. 51 
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· Marines have an instinctive tendency to move closer together during periods of limited visibility. 1 
Constant attention must be given to prevent Marines from “bunching up.” 2 
· Marines may become disoriented easily because of the combined effects of low visibility and the 3 
characteristics of the urban battlespace. 4 
· Target identification becomes more difficult in limited visibility conditions. Depending on the 5 
training of the individual, the Marine may fire at anything seen or may hesitate too long before firing at a 6 
real target. 7 
 8 
Fratricide. The risk of fratricide is much greater during periods of limited visibility. The key to avoiding 9 
fratricide is increased situation awareness by leaders and individuals coupled with realistic training in 10 
target identification. 11 
· Graphic and visual control measures should be clearly defined and obvious. 12 

-- Examples include distinctive buildings, large boulevards, rivers and so forth. 13 
· Leaders must exercise firm control when directing the fires of their units at hostile targets. 14 
· Movements should also be coordinated and controlled. 15 
· Cleared rooms and buildings should be distinctly marked to identify cleared areas and the position of 16 
the lead elements of the friendly forces to base of fire elements supporting the maneuver. 17 
· Visible markers (for example, glint tape or thermal strips) should be attached to individual Marines 18 
for rapid identification. 19 
 -- Far and near recognition signals should be coordinated during planning and used properly. 20 
 -- Units employing close air support must exercise firm control. Failure to do may easily result in 21 
fratricide. 22 
 23 
Urban Environmental Effects on Night Vision Devices. Built up areas affect standard night vision 24 
devices and sights differently than do open areas. This may cause some confusion because the images 25 
Marines receive through their night vision devices are unusual compared to those they may be used to. 26 
Most built up areas have electric power, therefore, street lights and/or building lights may “white out’ 27 
some light intensification devices unless the power is disrupted or lights are turned off. 28 
· Fires may be burning in the urban area. 29 

– Open flames cause problems for light intensification devices, and also for thermal devices. 30 
· Subterranean areas and the interiors of buildings will not have ambient light if the power is off. 31 

– Passive night vision devices must then use an artificial light source such as infrared radiation, to 32 
provide enough ambient light for the devices to work effectively. 33 

· The many reflective surfaces found in built up areas may cause false images, particularly for laser 34 
range finders and laser target designators. 35 
· Thermal imaging devices may not be able to see through large amounts of dust particles suspended in 36 
the air. 37 
· Smoke and dust degrade effectiveness of night vision goggles. 38 
· Fog degrades long-range target acquisition from thermal sights. 39 
· Weapons flashes within enclosed areas appear much brighter. 40 
 – This causes Marines to lose night vision and can washe out light intensification devices. 41 
 42 
Considerations. The environment of built up areas presents special challenges and considerations during 43 
periods of limited visibility. 44 
· The use of glint tape, thermal tape, or chemical luminescent lights (chem lights) is an important 45 

consideration. 46 
– These can be used to mark the FLOT, casualties, cleared buildings and rooms, weapons positions, 47 

and individual Marines. 48 
– Their use must be clearly addressed in the unit’s SOP. 49 
– When markers are used for extended periods, their meanings should change because the enemy 50 

may be able to capture or manufacture and use these marking devices to their advantage. 51 
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· The use of tracer and incendiary ammunition may be restricted to prevent fires. The light of fires 1 
whites out some night vision devices and may interfere with or confuse thermal devices. 2 

· The control of power stations may be essential to operations during periods of limited visibility. 3 
Control of power stations enables friendly forces to control, to a degree, background illumination. 4 
Shutting off the power to the streetlights is much easier than shooting out the lights. Commanders 5 
must balance the tradeoff between force protection and maintaining law and order after the battle is 6 
over. During cold weather, the control of power stations may be critical to the welfare of the civilian 7 
population. 8 

· Identifying friendly units, noncombatant civilians, and enemy troops becomes more difficult during 9 
limited visibility operations. 10 

· Locating the source of sounds becomes more difficult because of the natural echoing in built up areas 11 
and the tendency of sounds to carry farther at night. 12 

· Locating booby traps and obstacles also becomes more difficult at night. Movement rates are 13 
normally slower than during periods of normal visibility. 14 

 15 
Special Equipment. Fighting during periods of limited visibility requires some specialized equipment to 16 
maximize advantages. 17 
· As a rule, thermal imaging devices such as the AN/PAS-7 infrared viewer and the AN/TAS-5 Dragon 18 

infrared sight are better for limited visibility operations than are light intensification devices such as 19 
the AN/PVS-7B. Light intensification devices are more easily washed out by background light, 20 
weapons flashes in enclosed areas, and fire. Thermal devices are not as easily washed out. 21 

· The AN/PAQ-4A infrared aiming device is similar to its off-the-shelf laser aiming sight counterparts 22 
except it is not visible to the naked eye. 23 

· Other night sights for weapons include AN/PVS 5 crew served weapon night vision sight, the 24 
AN/PVS-4 individual weapons night vision sight, and the AN/UAS 12 night vision sight, which 25 
mounts to the modular universal laser equipment (MULE) and the TOW missile system. 26 

· Trip flares, flares, illumination from mortars, and artillery and spotlights (visible light or infrared 27 
radiation) can be used to blind the enemy’s night vision devices or to artificially illuminate the 28 
battlefield. See MCWP 3-16.6, Supporting Arms Observer, Spotter, and Controller, for more 29 
information on illumination from mortars and artillery.) 30 

· Spare batteries for the night vision devices should be carried to keep the devices operational. Soft, 31 
clean rags should be used to clean the lenses. 32 

 33 
Combat Support. Coordinating employment of forces and fire support in limited visibility conditions is a 34 
major concern to leaders during MOUT. The concentration of forces and fires at the point of decision is 35 
facilitated by the technological edge that night vision devices provide.  36 
· Any degradation of accuracy in artillery fire will likely be a result of the limitations of target 37 

acquisition assets. While FOs and FACs may have thermal sights and laser range finders, most 38 
Marines in the battlespace do not yet have devices that will enable them to acquire targets accurately. 39 
The following are some devices and techniques to improve target acquisition for indirect fires: 40 
– If the target is within line-of-sight, tanks and LAVs can rapidly identify the target and provide an 41 

accurate range. 42 
– Preregistered targets are effective if the target reference point can be observed and the observer 43 

has clear communications with the firing unit. 44 
– Fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft can be used to identify targets and adjust supporting arms. 45 

 46 
Operational Considerations. Marine units conduct attacks during periods of limited visibility to gain or 47 
sustain the momentum of the attack. Before conducting a limited visibility attack, the commander must 48 
balance the risks and ensure that every Marine understands the mission, intent and control measures. 49 
Rehearsals and strict command and control reduce casualties and greatly enhance the chances for mission 50 
accomplishment.  51 
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· To reduce confusion, Marines should clear buildings and rooms using the same techniques they use 1 
during the day. 2 

· Movement rates are slower in the dark. Each Marine must remain alert for mines, booby traps, and 3 
enemy positions. 4 

· Rifle squads and fire teams should be equipped with a mixture of both thermal imaging and light 5 
intensification devices whenever possible. This enables the squads and fire teams to obtain a better 6 
picture of the night environment and enables Marines to balance the strengths and weaknesses of each 7 
type of night vision device for optimum results. 8 

· When moving through buildings, assault forces mark cleared rooms and buildings and communicate 9 
with the support forces. Marking cleared rooms is especially critical if more than one assault force or 10 
element is in the same building. Communication with supporting forces is imperative to avoid 11 
fratricide. 12 

· If flashlights or chem lights are used, they should be held away from the head or chest area. This will 13 
make it harder for enemy soldiers firing at the light to hit the Marine holding the light(s). 14 

· Assault forces should be aware of adjacent fires that may diminish the effectiveness of night vision 15 
devices. Weapon flashes within small rooms cause Marines to lose their night vision and can wash 16 
out light intensification devices. Also, enemy soldiers may use flares inside and outside of buildings 17 
to deliberately render night vision devices ineffective. 18 

· Leaders must ensure that all Marines follow the ROE and the Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC). This 19 
is critical if the enemy is intermixed with the local civilian population and other noncombatants. Also, 20 
leaders must follow all control measures. 21 

· Enemy forces can be expected to use periods of limited visibility to the same advantage as Marine 22 
forces do. 23 

· Enemy forces may have access to sophisticated night vision devices manufactured in Europe, Asia, 24 
the United States and the former Soviet Union. 25 

 26 
 27 
 28 
9105. Offense 29 
 30 
MOUT Specific Assault Equipment. Marines should plan to use special assault kits to get inside of 31 
buildings, sewers, etc. These include ropes, sledgehammers, Hooligan tools (see figure 2) and mouse hole 32 
charges.  33 
 34 
The hooligan tool is one of the most versatile tools designed for forcible entry. It has a pointed pike for 35 
such uses as breaking padlocks and hasps, and adz type “ax” head for slipping into tight crevices and a 36 
forked flat bar for prying. The hooligan tool is often used with a ram or sledgehammer for a “pick and 37 
pry” entry. 38 
 39 
General Urban Control Measures. You can improve your control and direction by doing the following: 40 
· Give teams easily recognizable boundaries and control measures. 41 
·  Divide areas into sectors, w/ phase lines to control the advance. 42 
· Ensure everyone knows the SOP for using runners, linkmen, or visual signals to overcome electronic 43 
communication failure. 44 
· Have simple SOPs that everyone can understand. 45 

– Make sure they deal with how to mark buildings, routes of entry, clearing status, requests for 46 
engineer support, CASEVAC, etc. 47 

 48 
 49 
Phases of Urban Attack. 50 
· Phase I - Reconnoiter the Objective. Use all available resources to gain information, including 51 
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personal reconnaissance when possible. Locate such things as: 1 
-- Avenues of approach. 2 
-- Observation posts (OPs). 3 
-- Supply routes. 4 
-- Direct- and indirect-fire weapon emplacements. 5 
-- Composition and structure of buildings and roadbeds. 6 
-- Cover and concealment opportunities. 7 
-- Location of noncombatants. 8 
-- Other information that is not apparent on a map. 9 

· Phase II - Isolate the Objective. Emplace weapons systems to prevent reinforcement or withdrawal of 10 
the enemy forces. 11 

-- Seize natural and man-made features that dominate the area. 12 
-- Place observation around the objective to look for surfaces and gaps. 13 
-- Coordinate supporting arms to seal off lines of communication and support maneuver. 14 

·  Phase III – Gain a Foothold. Assault the initial portion of the objective to establish a foothold. Build up 15 
combat power to enable continuation of the assault.  16 

-- Can be simultaneously or soon after Isolation. 17 
-- Occupy a position from which to continue the assault through the objective. 18 
-- Use combined arms preparation fires to provide the greatest shock just before the main assault. 19 

- Consistent with the ROE. 20 
-- Use covered approaches, darkness, or smoke obscuration. 21 

· Phase IV – Seize the Objective. Establish the foothold and fight to and through the objective. 22 
-- Coordinate advance to allow for mutual support and reduce possibility of fratricide among units. 23 
-- Occupy or keep under close observation rooms and buildings that have been cleared. 24 

- To prevent enemy re-infiltration. 25 
-- Maintain awareness of adjacent units to prevent fratricide. 26 
-- Use a simple, pre designated marking system for identifying cleared buildings. 27 

·  Phase V – Reorganize/Replenish. Immediately deploy a security force to repel any counterattacks. 28 
-- Establish mutually supporting, in-depth, 360 degree defensive positions; 29 

 in order to avoid being flanked or attacked from the rear, above, or below. 30 
-- Redistribute ammunition and water as soon as possible. 31 
-- Evacuate military, civilian, and enemy dead and wounded. 32 
-- Organize enemy prisoners of war (EPWs) for evacuation. 33 
-- Resupply to sustain follow-on operations. 34 

 35 
Demolitions. The demolitions available to the rifle squad include TNT and C4. Used effectively, both can 36 
blow holes in walls that are big enough for a man to walk through. 37 
· Detonation Cord (DC) can be an effective stand-alone demolition. 38 

-- Maximum effect with minimum standoff distance can be achieved by using detonation cord; e.g., in 39 
a doughnut shape, especially against doors. 40 
-- DC is light and easily transportable in the urban environment. 41 

·  Shaped Charges come in two sizes: a 15-pound M2A3 and a 40-pound M3A3 (most likely size to be 42 
used in MOUT). It creates a small hole with a large amount of spall thrown behind the target wall. It 43 
creates a large safety hazard for friendly forces. 44 
· Satchel Charges come in two standard sizes; the M183 and the M37. Each weighs 20 pounds. They 45 
are very powerful, and throw debris great distances, so friendly forces must take cover before detonation. 46 
· Cratering Charges. The standard cratering charge is a 43-pound cylinder of ammonium nitrate. It does 47 
not have the shattering effect of bulk TNT or C4, and is best used in deliberate demolitions. 48 
· Mouse hole Charges. 49 
 50 
A. ORGANIZATION AND PLANNING. 51 
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 1 
Squad Urban Assault Force. Based on METT-T, each of the three rifle squads normally form assault, 2 
support and security elements as follows: 3 
· Assault Element. The assault element closes with and destroys the enemy by fire and maneuver. It is 4 
also responsible for creating entry points and breaching obstacles when engineers are not available. 5 
· Support Element. The support element provides accurate supporting fire for the assault element. It 6 
normally consists of several crew served weapons, special equipment and additional infantry. 7 
· Security Element. The security element provides security for the assault element’s movement. The 8 
security element may also have the on order mission of becoming a second assault force. 9 

NOTE: ALL THREE FIRETEAMS MUST BE ORGANIZED TO CONDUCT THE ASSAULT, AS CASUALTIES 10 
MAY CREATE THIS NEED. 11 

 12 
Combat Service Support (CSS). Here are the key considerations for urban CSS: 13 
· Priority is support of combat power. 14 

-- Bring ammunition, food and water forward before bringing casualties to the rear. 15 
-- Reversal of this priority will result in more casualties, not less. 16 

· Use prepackaged or instantly usable supplies. 17 
-- Deliver ammunition in magazines and swap them out with empties. 18 
-- Deliver water in full canteens, camel back bags or small bottles rather than 5-gallon cans. 19 

· Anticipate limited CASEVAC by air due to greater risk environment. 20 
-- Aircraft may not be able to approach as close to the wounded as they can in less complex terrain. 21 

· Have a workable surface CASEVAC alternative plan that does not slow momentum and tempo. 22 
· Ensure a vigorous force protection posture with CSS elements. 23 

-- All CSS elements will be high value targets for any enemy concealed in the environment. 24 
 25 
Squad Level Urban Logistics. Plan to carry  much more ammunition than normal. Use cleared buildings 26 
for protected staging points to push logistics forward. 27 
· Plan how to carry ladders, sledge hammers, ropes, and other MOUT specific equipment; 28 

-- e.g., Demolitions for mouse hole charges to blow entry points in buildings. 29 
· Have a simple but effective CASEVAC plan to deal with the number and type of casualties anticipated 30 
in urban combat. 31 
· Have a functional, well-understood plan to provide a frequent resupply of water. 32 
 33 
B.  MOVEMENT. 34 
 35 
Unit Movement in MOUT. Falling debris is a major casualty producer in the urban environment. 36 
Therefore, remain aware of the necessity for overhead protection. Wherever possible, plan to avoid routes 37 
that have significant potential for falling debris. 38 
 39 
Movement Techniques. There are three techniques of movement depending on the likelihood of enemy 40 
contact. They are: traveling, traveling overwatch, or bounding overwatch. 41 
· Traveling is used when enemy contact is remote. 42 
· Traveling Overwatch is used when enemy contact is possible. 43 

-While caution is justified, speed is desirable. 44 
· Bounding Overwatch is used when enemy contact is imminent. 45 

-- Movement is deliberate and speed is not essential. 46 
-- The moving force consists of two sections. 47 
-- One section moves or bounds while the other section takes up an overwatch position. 48 
-- Overwatch section covers the bounding section from covered, concealed positions that offer 49 
observation and fields of fire. 50 

· The Bounding Overwatch technique is normally used in the city.  For more information see MCWP 3-51 
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12, USMC Employment of Tanks and MCWP 3-13, Employment of AAVs. 1 
 2 
Bounding Overwatch in MOUT. The bounding overwatch technique is a key component to reducing 3 
casualties in the urban environment. It is normally the preferred technique in MOUT. With training and 4 
practice, squads using this technique are very hard to track through the environment, even by observers on 5 
the highest buildings.  6 
 7 
Tactical Patience. Do NOT mistake speed for momentum. Rushing headlong across a space between 8 
buildings may give the impression of momentum, but this urge must be balanced against the need to 9 
maintain situational awareness. The open area is likely a kill zone. A moment of tactical patience, during 10 
which the element leader conducts reconaissance, integrates maneuver with available fire support, and 11 
briefs and positions his men, enables far greater momentum for the entire force than rushing into the 12 
space and having one or two men become casualties. 13 
 14 
Fire Team Crossing Tactics. Squad or platoon sized crossing of danger areas can create a situation 15 
where the first ones across have to fight their way into the limited access points of the building, leaving 16 
the rest of the unit out in the open (stacked) to be easily destroyed. Although it is situation dependent, the 17 
optimum size unit to move across a danger area is the fire team, using fire team crossing tactics. The 18 
fundamentals of these are: 19 
· Avoid silhouetting yourself. 20 
· Avoid open areas.21 
· Select your next covered and concealed position before you move. 22 
 23 
Do Not Get Canalized By the Enemy Into Kill Zones. 24 
· When attacking, the squad can become canalized into killing zones by obstacles (especially wire) if it 25 
does not have a hasty breaching capability. 26 
· This can be avoided with proper visual reconnaissance prior to moving across an open area to the 27 
squad’s next objective 28 
 29 
Do Proper Visual Reconnaissance. 30 
· Squad leaders must conduct a proper visual reconnaissance prior to moving to the next objective 31 
building. 32 
· Decide where their entry point(s) will be and what equipment will aid in breaching the building. 33 
· As a general rule, when crossing danger areas, you should not move unless you are screened by 34 
smoke or low-light conditions and supported by covering fire. Then, move as quickly as possible in a 35 
bounding overwatch manner from covered position to covered position. 36 
 37 
Individual Movement Outside of Buildings. When forced to move outside buildings, use smoke, 38 
covering fire, and cover and concealment. Hug the sides of buildings unless someone is shooting at you. 39 
If this is the case, try to stay about one foot off the wall to avoid bullets and bullet fragments that may roll 40 
along the walls. Stay in the shadows, move rapidly, and present a low silhouette. 41 
 43 
 45 
 47 
The stacking technique is e48 
area is clear or under the c49 
normally fighting for contr50 
personnel in the most dead51 
 52 
Movement Past Window53 
below the window level. D54 

.
 Do not stack outside of buildings prior to entry
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ffective for police forces, or hostage rescue situations where the surrounding 
ontrol of friendly forces. In urban combat, this is not the case because Marines 
ol of the entire area. Stacking to prepare for entering a building exposes those 
ly killing zone in urban combat: the open street. 

s. If you cannot avoid the danger area (e.g. window opening) completely, stay 
o not silhouette yourself in the window. An enemy gunner inside the building 
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would have to expose himself to covering fire if he tries to engage you. This same technique is used for 1 
lower windows or small openings. An alternate technique is to pie off the window or opening. 2 
 3 
Crossing Open Areas. Avoid open areas, such as streets, alleys, and parks. They are natural kill zones 4 
for enemy crew served weapons. If you have to cross, use bounding and overwatch and these TTPs: 5 
· Anticipate. Identify and run the shortest distance to the next position. 6 
· Conceal. Use smoke or low light conditions to conceal movement. 7 

-- Balance use of smoke with the possibility for alerting the enemy that you are about to move. 8 
· Apply Firepower.  Deliver supporting fires prior to, and during movement. 9 

--When moving from position to position, be careful not to mask your supporting fires. 10 
· Move in Appropriate Groups. The assault element moves together, fast and tight, keeping muzzles 11 
pointed in direction of probable enemy locations at their next covered position. The support force 12 
provides the base of fire and security for the element moving. 13 

· The general rule is to move as a fireteam sized element, but it is the squad leader’s decision based on 14 
METT-T, as to how to move the unit. 15 
· Marines should always move in pairs—at the minimum (Buddy Team concept) 16 

 17 
C. ASSAULTING. 18 
 19 
Assault Equipment Movement. Plan for follow-on squads to bring proper assault equipment forward. 20 
As squads assault buildings they often have to leave the assault equipment (e.g., ladders) for follow on 21 
forces to bring up so they can maintain the tempo of the advance. 22 
 23 
Doorways. Avoid using doorways as entrances or exits. They are normally covered by enemy fire or 24 
booby traps. If you have to use a doorway as an exit, move quickly through it to the next position, staying 25 
as low as possible to avoid silhouetting yourself. You should not move unless you have covering fire and 26 
smoke. Move past a doorway quickly if it is closed. Use the pieing technique if it is open. 27 
 28 
Planning for Building Assault. Assume that there are no uncontested entry points or easy access routes. 29 
· Determine the point of entry. 30 
· Brief subordinates on verbal and visual signals to be used. 31 

-- Include code words for employment of shotguns, demolitions, hand grenades, etc. 32 
-- Clarify how you will use hand and arm signals for entry methods. 33 

· Anticipate use of hand grenades and demolitions. 34 
· Spread load ammunition and special equipment. 35 

· The assault team normally has priority of ammunition and equipment, but all teams must be 36 
prepared to assume the assault. 37 

· Determine how to best use your designated marksmen. 38 
· Determine the order that rooms will be cleared. 39 

-- Clear rooms in one direction. 40 
-- Two rooms can be cleared simultaneously. 41 
-- Avoid establishing a pattern. 42 
-- Change direction from floor to floor. 43 

· Determine the technique for moving through hallways. 44 
-- Wall construction material (concrete, wood, etc.) will dictate if you move in the center of the 45 
hallway or along the walls. 46 

· Define the method of clearing rooms. 47 
-- Choose between one, two, three, and four man clearing techniques. 48 
-- Avoid establishing patterns. 49 

· Arrange the means for reinforcing and relieving the assault element and clearing teams. 50 
·  Establish the means for marking cleared rooms and secured buildings. This may be dictated by HHQ. 51 
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· Decide the means for handling friendly casualties. 1 
-- Assign aid and litter teams within the support element. 2 

· Determine the method of handling enemy casualties. 3 
 4 
Assault Element Responsibilities. 5 
· Clearing Team. This team consists of a rifleman and assistant automatic rifleman. They are the initial 6 
team in the building. Their mission is to clear the room of enemy threats. 7 
·  Covering Team. This team consists of the fire team leader and the automatic rifleman. They provide 8 
covering fire and local security for the clearing team who will make the initial entry. 9 
 10 
Assault Drill. This gives the squad leader a technique for assaulting a building. The technique used must 11 
be based on METT-T and generally follows this sequence: 12 
· Suppress enemy position with a base of fire. (Support/Security) 13 
· Provide smoke for concealment. (Assault) 14 

-- Balance this with the possibility that you alert the enemy that you are about to rush. 15 
· Assault Element approaches building and makes entry. 16 
· Support Element enters building on order. 17 
· Security Element moves on order. 18 
 19 
Methods of Entry. Select entry point(s) before moving toward the building. Use smoke to conceal your 20 
advance toward the building, and covering fire to support the advance. Use demolitions or direct fire 21 
weapons to make new entrances. Multiple, simultaneous entries are the preferred entry method as it keeps 22 
the enemy off balance. 23 
 24 

Up25 
an26 
ge27 
wi28 
cr29 
bu30 
 31 
Us32 
-- 33 
pl34 
fin35 
Fo36 
ca37 
sp38 
 39 
U40 
ex41 
· 42 
· 43 
·  44 
·  45 
 46 
Sc47 
ch48 

.
You must establish close coordination among assaulting forces to reduce the potential for fratricide
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per Level Entry. Clearing a building from the top-down is the preferred method. This makes gravity 
 ally when throwing grenades and eases the fatigue of moving from floor to floor. Use helicopter lift to 
t to the top of a building if the anti-air threat permits. Use ladders, drainpipes, vines, ropes, or roofs and 
ndows of adjoining buildings to reach the top floor or roof. Use the stairs of an adjoining building then 
eate a mousehole to cross to another building. However, be aware that the longer you spend ascending a 
ilding from the outside, the longer you may be explosed to enemy fire. 

e of Ladders. Ladders offer the quickest method to gain access to the upper levels of a building. 
The ladder entry (see figure 3) consists of number 1 and 2 man providing security. Number 3 man 
aces and holds the ladder while Number 4 climbs the ladder and gains entry. The rest follow as 2, 1 and 
ally 3. 
llow on forces must remember to bring the ladder and additional gear forward (not leave it behind) so it 
n be used for the next entry. You must weigh the use of the ladder against the time you will have to 
end in the open and exposed to enemy fire. 

se of Grappling Hooks. This technique is the least preferred method of entry due to extended outside 
posure. These are the essential elements of the use of grappling hooks. 

Must be rehearsed and practiced often. 
Requires significant upper body strength. 

Entails extended exposure time/vulnerability while climbing. 
Requires security at the bottom of the rope. 

aling Walls. When forced to scale a wall, use smoke and diversionary measures to improve your 
ances of success. Plan for wind direction to optimize smoke for concealment. Avoid silhouetting 
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yourself in windows of uncleared rooms or exposing yourself to fires from lower windows. Climb with 1 
your weapon slung over the firing shoulder to allow for quick presentation. 2 
 3 
Rappelling can be used to descend from the roof top into a window if the environment is semi-permissive 4 
or the situation dictates. However, you will be exposed and vulnerable during the descent 5 
 6 
Assisted Lifts.  Assisted lifts are designed to be done with or with out extra gear, and should be done as 7 
quickly as possible with minimum exposure time outside a building.  Commanders should weigh the risks 8 
of exposing personnel in a danger area against the need to use that specific entry point.   9 
 10 
Two Man Lift Supported. Two men stand facing one another holding anything to support weight of the 11 
Marine.  Another Marine steps on the support with weapon ready. Once both feet are on the support, the 12 
two men raise it, lifting the third man into the entrance. See Figure 4. 13 
 14 
Heel Lift. One man, standing with palms flat against the building, feet out from the building with heels 15 
raised, is lifted by two men through the window. 16 
 17 
One Man Lift. One man, with his back or side against the building cups his hands and bends at the knee.  18 
The second man steps onto the cup and is lifted up and into the entrance using his shoulder as a step if 19 
necessary. See Figure 5. 20 

 21 
Two Man Pull. When the first two Marines are inside the building, the other Marines are pulled up into 22 
the building with or without the aid of 20-foot nylon web runners. 23 
 24 
Knee Lift - The Marine will kneel down with the inboard leg closest to the wall resting on the knee.  The 25 
outboard leg will be resting on the foot with the knee raised.  The other members of the team will use the 26 
upper portion of the outboard leg to step off of and into the window. 27 

 28 
Two Man Unsupported - The first two Marines will place their backs to the walls and get shoulder to 29 
shoulder in a squatting position and place hands together forming a cup.  The Marine entering the window 30 
will use the cups for footholds and will be raised to the window by the other two Marines. See Figure 8-1, 31 
8-2 and 8-3 for steps in this lift. 32 
 33 
Upper Level Entry.  An enemy who is forced to the top of a building may be concerned and fight 34 
desperately, or escape over the roof.  But an enemy who is forced down to the ground level may withdraw 35 
from the building, thus exposing himself to friendly fires from outside.  The various means, such as 36 
ladders, drainpipes, vines, ropes, or the roofs and windows of adjoining buildings which may be used to 37 
reach the top floor or roof of a building.  In some cases, one Marine can climb onto the shoulders of 38 
another and reach high enough to pull himself up.   39 
 40 
Use Speed During All Assisted Lifts. These are six techniques that can be used if ladders are not 41 
available. Buddy lifts can be done with or without extra gear, and should be done as quickly as possible 42 
with minimum outside exposure. MCWP 3-35.3, MOUT describes these in detail. 43 
 44 
Field Expedient Buddy Pull. In some instances, personnel may already be in the building and can assist 45 
another Marine who is trying to enter. If possible, use something other than the entering Marines arms 46 
and hands to assist him. If you pull him by his hands and/or arms, you limit his ability to assist you, as 47 
well as limit his ability to use his weapon if needed. A simple field expedient to help this technique is to 48 
loop a web belt through the back of the armholes of the flak jacket and use it as a pull handle.  49 
 50 
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Lower Level Entry. While clearing from the top-down is preferred, upper level entry in a mid to high 1 
intensity combat environment may present a greater risk than lower level entry because of exposure to 2 
enemy fires while climbing a ladder or rope. It may be better to take a chance at clearing from the bottom 3 
up than risk an upper level entry. When you have to enter at the lower level, use demolitions, artillery, 4 
tanks, or similar means to create a new entrance to avoid booby traps. Then use a quick entry to follow up 5 
the blast effects. When the only entry to a building is through a window or door, direct your supporting 6 
fire at that entry point. It is very difficult to throw a grenade from the ground to an upper window so use 7 
an M203 round fired from a supporting unit prior to your assault. Firing M203 rounds into the breach 8 
point to clear it of possible booby traps and any enemy threat can be very effective. Before entering, 9 
throw a hand grenade (if ROE allow) into the new entrance to assure the effects of the original blast. 10 
 11 
Use of Mouse Hole Charges. These are used to breach holes in walls to create entrances to building as an 12 
alternative to existing openings. Also, the fragmentation effects of the charge could aid the team in 13 
clearing the room. The most important thing to remember when using a mouse hole charge is that it must 14 
be braced firmly against the wall. Breaching a wall is extremely difficult. Good target intelligence is key 15 
so you can know in advance about the building construction, pipes, electric wires, etc. If Combat 16 
Engineers are attached to the squad, seek their assistance. 17 
 18 
D.  CLEARING 19 
 20 
Individual Techniques During Building Clearance. 21 
· Always clear fatal frontal funnel of fire first. 22 
· Avoid the tendency to bunch together in a room. 23 
· Focus outward immediately after clearing a room or building. 24 
· Reposition Marines to provide 360-degree security. 25 

--With observation outside the room and the building. 26 
· Do not silhouette yourself in doors, windows or around corners. 27 
· Avoid the tendency to extend a weapon out a window to fire from a cleared building. 28 

--Set up proper observation and/or firing positions. 29 
· Stay low to the deck when moving around inside the building. 30 
· Keep track of ammunition consumption. 31 

--Know how much ammunition is available to individuals / units. 32 
--Take advantage of brief breaks in the action to reload and redistribute as necessary. 33 

· Use front sight post (Quick Kill techniques) during close range engagements. 34 
-- It may be better to be able to hit your target than to have better cover when entering a room. 35 

· When forced to use a hallway, move 6- 8 inches off of the wall. 36 
-- Small arms tend to ricochet when they hit walls and travel one to five inches along a wall. 37 

· Use wall-body-weapon technique to minimize exposure as you move around corners.  38 
-- Keep the wall to your back, and your body and weapon to the outside. 39 

· Control noise where possible. 40 
-- Use hand and arm signals in the building to reduce noise level. 41 

· Use buddy aid procedures for initial treatment of casualties. 42 
-- Do not stop fighting to do this. 43 

· Clear overheads, corners, staircases and behind furniture 44 
· Locate casualties and prepare to evacuate them if necessary. 45 

-- Signal or radio casualty reports. 46 
-- Identify the casualty collection point within the building. 47 

 48 
Marking Movement Through Buildings. When moving through a building, mark the FLOT using a 49 
visible, easily understood system that extends out the flanks of the buildings. For example, chemical 50 
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lights or engineer tape. This lets the supporting forces know that they should shift fire two rooms ahead. 1 
If this is not done or not done well, fratricide is likely. 2 
·  Mark entry point(s) and route of movement for follow-on forces. 3 
·  Mark rooms that have already been cleared. 4 

-- Use your unit SOP so everyone knows exactly what the marks mean; e.g., CASEVAC, etc. 5 
 6 
Room Clearing. There are three factors to consider for clearing a room: 7 
·  Method of entry. How we actually cross the threshold. 8 
· The number of men clearing the room; 9 

-- e.g., there are normally four men in the assault team. 10 
· Positioning of men with respect to the opening and assumed room characteristics (“reading a room”). 11 
 12 
Detailed Room Clearing Techniques. See MCWP 3-35.3, MOUT for detailed room entry techniques. 13 
Each of these techniques is effective when employed in the appropriate situation. 14 
 15 
Group Room Clearing Techniques. 16 
· Do not spray the room with rifle fire, unless absolutely necessary. 17 
· Consider room size and expected number of enemy targets. 18 
· Throw the grenade hard, so it bounces around the room, reducing the chances that it could be tossed 19 

back at you. 20 
· Maintain communication among members of the assault team. 21 
· Designate the order of entry of all personnel. 22 
· Thoroughly search the entire room before declaring it “clear.” 23 
· Mark the room with a pre designated signal, once it is cleared. 24 
 25 
Individual Room Clearing Techniques. Maintain alertness and proper weapon carries “guns and 26 
eyeballs.” See MCRP 3-01A, Rifle Marksmanship for weapon carries. 27 
· You do not have to look at someone to talk to him, nor to hear what is said. 28 
· See MCWP 3-35.3 for detailed room clearing TTPs. 29 
 30 
Clearing Through an Open Doorway. Do not expose yourself to an open door until actually crossing 31 
the threshold into the room: 32 
· Check the doorway for booby traps without exposing anyone. 33 

-- Do it with the man nearest the door. 34 
· If you are going to use a grenade, show it to all Marines in the immediate area to warn them of its use. 35 

-- Do this silently if possible; if not, use a code word. 36 
-- Do not use the word "grenade" to avoid warning the enemy. 37 

· Throw it vigorously into the room as the clearing team takes appropriate cover. 38 
· Rapidly enter the room immediately after the grenade explodes. 39 

-- Designate which Marines will do this. 40 
· Systematically search every section of room 41 

-- Designate which Marines will do this. 42 
· When clear, leave enough security personnel to adequately cover all possible means of entry into the 43 

room. 44 
· Mark the room. 45 
· Move the assault team on to clear the next room. 46 

-- Maintain tempo consistent with controlling fatigue. 47 
Forcing Doors. Doors may well be the most common point of entry in a MOUT environment. Generally, 48 
the weakest part of any door is the latching mechanism. 49 
· The latch is most commonly one inch long and placed through a metal loop called a strike and inset 50 
into a wooden jamb. 51 
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· By striking the door solidly near the latch, the throw can either be bent or the jamb can be split. 1 
– When striking the door, hit it above or below the doorknob since striking the door to the side will 2 

usually only remove a rail or, in the case of a hollow core door, simply push a hole through it. 3 
 4 
Pulling Doors. Another way of attacking a door is by pulling it. This is the most common method of 5 
removing steel bars from the door. When present, steel bars should be thought of as a separate door and 6 
considered separately from the one they protect. As with all doors, the weakest part of the steel barred 7 
door is still the latch and the hooks or prying mechanism should be focused here.   8 
 9 
A steel door it is difficult to pull because of the lack of ability to grasp the door. Pulling the door handle is 10 
seldom successful since it simply comes off, leaving the door intact and in place. Hooks can be successful 11 
if the hook can be pounded through the door near the latch. The pull should be in the direction the door 12 
would normally open. 13 
 14 
Pick and Pry Method. The pick and pry entry method is exceptionally well suited for entries inside 15 
buildings and behind obstacles which prevent other types of techniques to be used. This method is of 16 
particular value in defeating “sally ports.” To use this method, place the tang of the tool in the crack 17 
between the jamb and the door and strike it with a sledgehammer, ram, ax or other tool. When the tool has 18 
penetrated past the door, pull it back toward the jamb. This may require the efforts of more than one 19 
person. Although a Hooligan tool is ideally suited for this, practically any prying tool can be used for this 20 
method. 21 
 22 
Cutting Doors. Cutting doors should usually be considered as a last resort. With some exceptions, cutting 23 
a door is usually one of the most time consuming methods that you can use. However, if cutting a door is 24 
required, consider a large triangle or diamond shaped hole. This is particularly adaptable for garage doors. 25 
The triangle requires only three cuts instead of the four required for a rectangle. 26 
Structurally, a triangle hole is not as weak as another shaped hole. A chain saw is one of the fastest 27 
portable cutting tools for this type of entry. When using this tool, the noise and risk of exposure to enemy 28 
fire must be carefully considered. 29 
 30 
Using Explosives on Doors. Explosives can be used to cut doors. This is by far the most complicated 31 
door entry. The method usually uses flexible linear shaped charge or detonating cord (“det” cord).  32 
The charge can be placed to cut the latching mechanism or the entire door into halves. If the door remains 33 
in the jamb it can usually be forced after the explosion. 34 
 35 

Engineers, EOD technicians, and trained breachers should be consulted 36 
and utilized whenever this method is required. 37 

 38 
Clearing Through a Locked Door. Never kick a locked door. It could be booby-trapped or the enemy 39 
could be waiting to hear the noise and shoot you through the door. Use demolitions if possible. Also: 40 
· Use a shotgun (if available) to blast the lock off. 41 
· Use the SAW as follows: 42 

--    Put the SAW 1 to 2 inches from the door knob/lock plate. 43 
-- Hit between the doorknob and lock plate. 44 
-- Fire long bursts. 45 
-- Move the SAW up and down the side of the door to defeat deadbolts. 46 
-- This has the potential to produce lethal ricochets. 47 
-- You may be more vulnerable to fire from other areas because the length of the SAW forces you to 48 
stand back from the door. 49 

 50 
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Clearing a Room Through Mouseholes. In addition to the above-described techniques and those 1 
described in detail in MCWP 3-35.3, MOUT the best way to enter a room may be through an opening 2 
(mouse hole) we have made ourselves. 3 
· The size of the mouse hole dictates the clearing technique. 4 
· If the mouse hole already exists, check it for booby traps. 5 
· If possible, use a mirror to observe the room first while another maintains security on the mouse hole. 6 
· Clear it using the same methods described above (and in MCWP 3-35.3). 7 
 8 
Clearing a Passageway/Hallway. Before moving down a hallway, establish frontal security. Ensure that 9 
the teams do not mask this as they move down the hallway. Use only the minimum number of Marines to 10 
move down the hallway to clear the next room. Other Marines remain in the cleared rooms until called or 11 
needed. Maintain security on all openings. Adjust your movement according to the wall construction.  12 
· Keep your head and eyes up while moving down a hallway to recognize and react to danger. 13 
· Control your movement. Pick up your feet and be aware of your foot placement. 14 

--This enables you to avoid any obstacles on the deck and helps you keep your balance.  15 
· Regulate your speed. You cannot rush. Move only fast as you can effectively clear and eliminate all 16 

threats. 17 
--SLOW IS SMOOTH. SMOOTH IS FAST. 18 

· Maintain security. While moving down a hallway, designate one Marine to be point security to 19 
protect the rest of the team. 20 

 21 
Floor-to-Floor Movement. There are two methods for floor-to-floor movement: clearing stairwells and 22 
creating mousetraps. 23 
 24 
Clearing Stairwells. Knowing building construction plays an important role in determining which 25 
technique to use when clearing a stairwell. 26 
· Continuing Stairwells (switchback) are normally on the ends or at the corners of buildings close to 27 

elevators. They normally have thicker walls and fire proof doors. Continuing stairwells should be 28 
cleared in segments by bounding rapidly between landings while maintaining security under landings, 29 
overhead, and to the front and rear. Teams move progressively up the stairway levels. 30 
· Once a flight of stairs has been cleared, the clearing team stops to maintain security on the door and 31 
to the front. 32 
--  The next team then assumes the assault team role and clears the next flight of stairs. 33 
-- Repeat this until the top or bottom floor is reached.  34 

· Non-continuing stairwells are more open and have two or less landings. They are usually found near 35 
the center of building close to large lobbies. 36 
-- Clear these with continuous movement by the original clearing team. 37 
-- If you pause anywhere on the stairs as in a continuing stairwell, you become easy targets. 38 
-- Because these stairwells are open, security is very difficult to establish and maintain. 39 
-- Once security is established, one team will move to the next landing and set security on the 40 

hallway. 41 
-- The next team then becomes the assault team to gain a foothold on that floor. Fatigue is a major 42 

factor in this action. 43 
 44 
Stairwell Rush. This is the most effective way of attacking up a defended stairwell. However, these 45 
shooting techniques can only be used when the ROE allow and there are known hostiles in the stairwell 46 
and no noncombatants in target areas. The stairwell rush is a coordinated assault up the stairwell using 47 
two to four Marines depending on the width of the stairwell. The stairwell rush technique relies on 48 
placing an overwhelming amount of direct fire on targets or potential targets and getting up the stairwell 49 
as fast as possible. There are two types, the four-man rush and the three-man rush. 50 
· Four-Man Rush. 51 
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-- Left and right outside positions covered by a SAW. 1 
-- Inside positions are two M16s 2 
-- Entire team rushes up the stairwell while placing maximum volume of fire to the front overhead 3 

and to the rear (when going up a stairwell with landings that overhang the flights of stairs.)  4 
· Three-Man Rush. 5 

-- Left and right outside positions covered by a SAW. 6 
-- Inside position is the single M16. 7 

 8 
Immediate Action for Hand Grenade. These shooting techniques can only be used when the ROE allow 9 
and you can be reasonably sure that you won’t be shooting noncombatants. If the enemy rolls a hand 10 
grenade down the stairs: 11 
· Run up the stairs toward where the grenade came from, firing as fast as you can through the wall in 12 

front of you at floor to hip level. 13 
· Remember run toward where the hand grenade came from. 14 
· If the enemy throws a hand grenade from a room into the hall way (or any other room) rush toward 15 

the room where the grenade came from rather than trying to scoop up the grenade. 16 
-- This is a last resort option. 17 

· Fire a few shots through the wall while you are moving and enter through the door shooting. 18 
 19 
Immediate Action When Being Engaged Through Walls. There are times when an enemy will hear or 20 
suspect movement outside their room and will fire through the walls at you. Here is the IAD for this. 21 
· Immediately after their initial burst, return fire through the wall while simultaneously hitting the deck. 22 
· Enter the room where the fire came from as fast as possible. 23 
 24 
Use of Hand and Arm Signals, Bumps or Squeezes. 25 
· Never use your firing hand to send hand and arm, bump or squeeze signals. 26 
· Use a weapons transport that that allows free use of our hand/arm can be used for signaling. 27 
· Do not use your trigger hand for signaling. 28 
 29 
Security Within a Building. To the maximum extent possible, seal off every room from enemy reentry, 30 
either from the hallway or from outside the building.  31 
 32 
Clearing an Elevator Shaft. Use these seven steps for clearing an elevator shaft. These assume the 33 
availability of electric power. 34 
· Locate the elevator control room or control panel. 35 
 – It is usually somewhere near the elevator. 36 
· Clear the elevator control room (as any other room) and advise the assault team leader of its location 37 

and status. 38 
· Descend the elevator to the lowest level that has been cleared. 39 

--  Assume enemies are inside. 40 
-- Do not open the elevator door until the objective has been secured and security is posted on each 41 

elevator door. 42 
· Use cross coverage when you open the door. 43 
· Clear the elevator enclosure. 44 
· Notify all team members covering all elevator doors that you are about to begin clearing the elevator. 45 

-- This ensures that all of the elevator shaft doors on each floor are covered when they open. 46 
-- When all teams are ready, open the doors and clear the inside of the elevator using two man clear. 47 

· Raise the elevator to the next higher level. 48 
-- Clear the shaft under the elevator starting from the time you see the bottom of the elevator. 49 
-- Use a downward pieing technique to clear the shaft underneath. 50 
-- Continue to raise the elevator until it has reached the highest level where two Marines will be 51 
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positioned waiting to clear the top of the elevator and the space above the elevator. 1 
· Clear the space above the elevator. 2 

-- The team on top floor begins by clearing the shaft from the center to the ceiling cutting the pie. 3 
-- As the elevator begins to reach the highest level both Marines should clear the top of the elevator. 4 

· Clear the elevator shaft. 5 
-- Once bottom and top of elevator shaft are cleared, lower the elevator to the lowest level. 6 
-- Marines at lowest level must be prepared in case someone has slipped onto the top of the elevator. 7 
-- Once at lowest level a two-man team gets on top of the elevator with a spotlight and rides the 8 

elevator to the highest level clearing the inner shaft. 9 
 10 
9106.  Defense 11 
 12 
S.A.F.E. Use this acronym to plan your defense. 13 
· S – Security 14 
· A – Avenues of Approach 15 
· F – Fields of Fire 16 
· E – Entrenchment 17 
 18 
Urban Defense Fundamentals. The doctrinal fundamentals of defense do not change in MOUT. Use 19 
maneuver principles, keep the enemy off balance and seek decisive action. Use METT-T to apply the two 20 
fundamental types of defense: mobile defense and position defense. We tend to use both types 21 
simultaneously and rarely will one type or the other be used exclusively. 22 
 23 
Mobile Defense. If the squad is assigned this mission, you must focus on the enemy, not the terrain. Use 24 
maneuver, together with fire and terrain (primarily buildings and rubble) to seize the initiative from the 25 
enemy by letting him advance into a position that exposes him to counterattack. These are the 26 
circumstances that favor a mobile defense: 27 
· Mission does not require denying the enemy specific terrain. 28 
· Defender possesses equal or greater mobility than the enemy. 29 
· Frontage assigned exceeds defender’s capability to establish an effective position defense. 30 
· Available battlespace allows the enemy to be drawn into an unfavorable position. 31 
· Limited time is available for preparing defensive positions. 32 
· Sufficient forces are available to allow rapid concentration of combat power. 33 
· Enemy may employ weapons of mass destruction. 34 
 35 
Position Defense. In the position defense, we put our force in selected tactical positions where the 36 
decisive battle is to be fought. It denies the enemy critical terrain or facilities; e.g., avenues of approach, 37 
transportation center, industrial parks, etc. This defense uses battle positions, strong points, obstacles, and 38 
barriers to slow, canalize, and defeat the enemy attack. We use positions of mutual support organized 39 
around key terrain features usually buildings to preserve the integrity of the defense and provide ease of 40 
maneuver. We identify and locate our reserve in a position to respond quickly to exploit success or to 41 
restore the battle position by counterattack. Based on METT-T, you can assign forces to defend sectors 42 
using battle positions or strong points. Circumstances that normally dictate some kind of position defense 43 
include the following: 44 
· Enemy use of weapons of mass destruction is unlikely. 45 
· Must defend specific terrain that is militarily/politically essential. 46 
· Have less mobility than the enemy. 47 
· Have limited maneuver space due to terrain restrictions. 48 
· Can provide mutual support to the defending force. 49 
· Lack battlespace depth. 50 
· Have enough time to prepare positions. 51 
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 1 
Maneuver in the Defense. Two types of defenses that apply maneuver fundamentals to the defense are: 2 
· Urban Ambush Defense. 3 
· Urban Counterstroke Defense. 4 
 5 
Urban Ambush Defense. This is an urban swarm approach that is similar to the tactic used by police 6 
responding to an emergency that requires backup. The tactical concept envisions numerous fire teams or 7 
squad-sized units operating in a dispersed, noncontiguous fashion in the urban environment. As these 8 
units (either fire team or squad) patrol their assigned defensive area, they are continuously prepared to 9 
respond rapidly to calls for assistance by nearby units/patrols. This means that all units must have shared 10 
situation awareness of each other. As a call for assistance is transmitted, the requestor gives an estimate of 11 
his requirements to all other units on the net and to HHQ Combat Operations Center (COC). The COC 12 
can direct an appropriate response to the request and adjust other units to fill or cover gaps that are 13 
created. Alternative methods could include the closest units responding without direction, while simply 14 
reporting their intention to respond. As situation awareness improves at all levels, so that all units have 15 
the current location of all adjacent units in near real time, coordinating this tactic of response without 16 
fratricide will become increasingly more feasible. 17 
 18 
C2 of the Urban Ambush Defense. The commander or leader of the unit requesting support, as the one 19 
with the best situation awareness, could retain tactical command of responding units. Other options could 20 
include the senior officer, SNCO, or NCO within the immediate area of operations assuming command, 21 
or in some instances, a command element being sent to the scene by the COC. 22 
 23 

 24 
Urban Counterattack. Applying maneuver warfare to our concept of defense, this is an immediate 25 
counterattack on a local penetration as soon as it occurs. It combines the best attributes of defense and 26 
offense to maximize the advantages of each. Under this concept, the defender arrays his forces to cover a 27 
desired area and its approaches, deploying minimum force in much the same manner as a screen. We 28 
enable these units with fires of supporting and adjacent units and a reaction force that will assist in the 29 
immediate counterattack. 30 
 31 
The urban counterattack is well suited to MOUT because forces are extended not by distance, but by 32 
terrain. This defense benefits from the surprise of the attack, while optimizing the knowledge of the 33 
defended terrain. In fact, defenders can specifically prepare positions to support this concept. 34 
 35 
Urban Counterattack Philosophy. Fundamental to this concept is a shift from thinking about a tactical 36 
withdrawal to immediately moving to the attack. This makes the defense more of a meeting engagement 37 
than a defense. Specifically, once an attacking force penetrates a structure or building, we ATTACK, 38 
rather than focusing on options for withdrawing to the next position. Other/ adjacent units must be 39 
prepared to assist in the urban counterattack by moving to assist the attacked location. 40 
 41 
Implementing the Urban Counterattack. As an enemy force penetrates a structure, the defending unit 42 
notifies higher, adjacent and supporting units. At the same time, the unit goes into the attack to repel the 43 
enemy force. Thus, the defender moves to the attack while the enemy is attempting to consolidate at his 44 
initial entry point—vice waiting for the attacking force in defensive positions, The defender has the 45 
advantage of knowing the terrain in which he is operating, and by attacking, he will catch the opponent 46 
off balance. 47 
 48 

Avoid establishing patterns for ambush defense. If units respond to crises in repetitive or similar patterns, 
the enemy can use this to create crises to lure responding units into their own ambushes. 
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Effects of Maneuver in Urban Defense. This approach to defense can confuse the enemy as to a unit’s 1 
precise location, critical vulnerabilities, and conceal our true intentions. Practiced properly, both the 2 
Ambush Defense and the Urban Counterattack can contribute to the enemy dissipating his forces, and 3 
energy at non-critical areas of the battlespace. 4 
 5 
Employing MOUT Obstacles. These can be made of materials normally available to Marines in urban 6 
areas either from the engineers or because they can be readily found. For example, logs, such as utility 7 
poles, timbers and rubble are part of every city. And, vehicles of all sizes are usually part of the urban 8 
environment. 9 
 10 
Ways to Strengthen MOUT Defensive Positions. Remove any climbing aids that may assist the enemy 11 
in gaining access to buildings. Ensure that any such things near defended buildings are either destroyed or 12 
moved far enough away so that the enemy cannot retrieve them. This includes, but is not limited to: 13 
· Trees close to buildings. 14 
· Drain pipes. 15 
· Sheds and garages. 16 
 17 
· Fire escapes, unless needed for withdrawal and can be covered by fire. 18 
· Thick vines. 19 
 20 
Creating Mousetraps. A mousetrap is a hole that has been blown or cut into a floor or ceiling. Security 21 
and initial entry through a mousetrap is most difficult, but once an entry is made movement becomes 22 
easier. When using grenades during upward movement, remember that they can be kicked back down 23 
through a mousetrap. 24 
· Mousetrap size dictates the clearing technique to be used. 25 
· Check existing mousetraps for booby traps before using it. 26 
· Use a mirror to check inside the room before climbing into it; 27 

-- while another maintains security on the mousetrap. 28 
· After throwing a grenade, if feasible, buddy-lift a Marine up through the hole. This Marine has to 29 

conduct a one man clear of the room, because there is not enough time to get more than one man up 30 
through the hole. 31 

 32 
Protect Windows and Openings. Use chicken wire to protect these openings from grenades being 33 
thrown into the defended building. Drape black cloth (Hessian cloth) in doorways and to the rear of 34 
defensive positions as an aid to conceal movement within a building. See Figure 9. 35 
 36 
Protect Entrance and Exit Points. Ensure that any building you select to occupy has a covered access 37 
for resupply, reinforcement and withdrawal. Block or constrict the other exit or entry points. For example, 38 
use sandbags to narrow them so they will slow down an enemy break-in/assault as shown in Figure 9. 39 
 40 
Anti-Armor and Machine Gun Positions. Make sure that these are dug in with overhead protection. For 41 
anti-armor weapons, ensure you have sufficient clearance for the back blast to the rear. This means a 42 
room that is at least 20' by 20' and that has an opening in the back. Set up positions so the defenders can 43 
quickly move from position to position under cover and escape easily if necessary. Set the positions to 44 
make best use of the maximum range of the weapons and to be mutually supporting. For example, 45 
machine guns can fire through loopholes cut into the walls and reinforced by sandbags. 46 
 47 
Machine Gun Fire. Machine guns are optimally employed low to maximize grazing fire. However, when 48 
you are covering an intersection in MOUT, placing them higher in buildings will often give them much 49 
more tactical effectiveness because your principal targets are vehicles. Decide which is best for your 50 
situation based on METT-T. 51 
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 1 
Defense Against Thermo Baric Weapons. Thermo baric weapons kill by blast and overpressure and 2 
thus are most effective against enclosed positions such as rooms in buildings. If you have a reasonable 3 
expectation that the enemy has such weapons, your primary defensive positions should be outside of 4 
buildings in slit trenches. 5 
 6 
Internal Fortifications. Establish efficient weapons firing platforms that provide optimum protection 7 
from enemy fire. For example: 8 
· Barricade all entrances, except those required by defenders or those intentionally left open as traps. 9 
· Move via holes cut in ceilings, through which ropes or ladders can be raised or lowered. 10 
· Use oil drums, ammunition boxes, wire and the like to restrict stairways and passageways. 11 
· Put corrugated tin covered with grease on staircases to make them extremely slippery. 12 
· Cut holes in the ceiling and have chicken wire cages hanging down, 13 

– from which defenders can drop grenades at the head level of the attacking enemy. 14 
· Use communications wire for fast, effective links inside a building. 15 
· Make mouseholes so you can move unseen between positions. 16 

– By smashing tunnels between partition walls of rooms or adjacent houses using picks, axes, 17 
sledgehammers, or similar tools.  18 

--Avoid using explosives as it weakens the structure. 19 
· Make sure occupied rooms have two exits, in case one gets blocked. 20 
· Plan a route that reinforcements can use. 21 

--Ensure it is feasible and protected from being blocked. 22 
· Strengthen cellars and upper floor rooms support sandbags. 23 
· Establish several locations within the building to stockpile reserve ammunition, water and food. 24 

--Protect them with sandbag walls. 25 
· Use propping to strengthen load-bearing members (figure 10). 26 
 27 
Booby Traps and Mines Booby traps and mines may only be employed by Marines when authorized by 28 
the ROE authority. Even when authorized, we must remain aware that their indiscriminate use can cause 29 
casualties to friendly troops. On the other hand, we should be prepared for an adversary to employ them 30 
against our forces. 31 
 32 
Detection of Booby Traps and Mines. Although detection and clearance of traps is a task for a specially 33 
trained unit, such as Combat Engineers or EOD, depending on the situation, every Marine must look for 34 
signs of unusual activity that can warn of booby traps. These may include: 35 
· Absence of people. 36 
· Attractive items in unusual places. 37 
· Disturbed ground, floorboards, fittings etc. 38 
· Sawdust, nails, signs of recent work. 39 
· Footprints. 40 
· Battery wrappings, wire clippings. 41 
· Minor channeling. 42 
· Loose floorboards. 43 
· Broken locks and catches. 44 
When moving through a building, be acutely aware that food, valuables, enemy weapons, etc. could be 45 
rigged with pressure devices that explode when they are moved. 46 
 47 
Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical (NBC) Considerations. Marines must be prepared to assume an 48 
adequate NBC defensive posture when engaged in urban fighting. Generally, the lowest floor or basement 49 
of a reinforced concrete or steel-formed building offers good protection from nuclear hazards and initial 50 
liquid chemical contamination, although some chemical agents tend to collect in lower areas. Armored 51 
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vehicles also provide some protection. When operating in mission oriented protective posture (MOPP) 1 
gear, you have to make allowances for the greatly increased fatigue factors due to the effort expended to 2 
execute urban combat TTPs. 3 
 4 
9107.  Urban Patrolling 5 
 6 
Urban Patrol Organization. For urban patrolling, organize the patrol into assault, support, security, and 7 
command and control elements. You should further divide the security element into front, flank, and rear 8 
security responsibilities. Use formations that allow you to move with speed through areas of low threat 9 
yet keep the ability to quickly transition to secure movement if contact with the enemy is made 10 
unexpectedly. 11 
 12 
The Tactical Bubble. All tactical formations moving through the urban environment must maintain a 13 
tactical bubble or “spherical security” as described earlier. Your patrol has to be able to react to enemy 14 
contact at any point of the formation or multiple points simultaneously. In effect, you must deny the 15 
enemy the ability to maneuver freely against the flanks and rear. And, even though the patrol may be 16 
structured for all around security, each element within the patrol has to create a tactical bubble in its own 17 
right. This requirement extends all the way down to individual fire teams. 18 
 19 
Urban Patrol Principles. You may have to transition from a presence patrol to a life and death firefight 20 
within seconds. This causes us to focus on these six principles for urban patrolling: 21 
· Maintain Depth. The restrictive, canalizing nature of urban terrain usually limits a patrol's ability to 22 

disperse laterally. So, to prevent bunching up, maintain depth along the length of the patrol formation. 23 
· Plan for Mutual Support. Put your support weapons (SAW, anti-armor, machinegun) in key spots 24 
within the patrol so they can provide immediate, effective fire support. 25 
· Consider Deception and Pattern Avoidance. Vary patrol routes, duration, and departure times to 26 

prevent enemy ambushes, blockades, and other hostile actions. 27 
· Establish Solid Communication. Each element within an urban patrol must be able to communicate 28 

with every other element within the patrol. Also, the patrol must have reliable communication with 29 
higher HQ for reporting and to share SA with other friendly forces. 30 

· Establish a Reaction Force. Due to such a wide range of threats, the need for immediate, coordinated 31 
reinforcement of an isolated urban patrol is best satisfied by an established reaction force. 32 

· Plan on the Three Dimensional Threat. Hostile actions can originate from rooftops, streets, and 33 
subsurface levels. 34 

 35 
HQ Patrol Planning Responsibilities. Higher headquarters will: 36 
· Assign missions to a specific unit (company or platoon).  37 
· Designate the area for patrol. 38 
· Provide intelligence briefs and updates. 39 
· Coordinate with higher, adjacent and supporting units. 40 
· Ensure liaison with allied forces and civilian populace. 41 
· Provide special equipment and specialists. 42 
· Consider deception and pattern avoidance. 43 
 44 
Patrolling Unit Planning Responsibilities. 45 
· Assign the patrolling mission to a specific unit (platoon, or squad). 46 
· Conduct detailed patrol planning and rehearsals. 47 
· Coordinate with higher, adjacent and subordinate units (patrol overlay, intelligence briefs, etc.). 48 
· Coordinate with the reaction force commander. 49 
· Conduct intelligence brief by S-2 officer or  representative. 50 
· Issue the Urban Patrol Order/Warning Order. 51 
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· Conduct initial and final inspections. 1 
· Ensure attachments are fully integrated into the patrol and know plan and all unit SOPs. 2 
 3 
Single Column Urban Patrol Formation. Unless dictated by street/alley width, use this formation only 4 
when enemy contact is considered to be unlikely. You can use this formation to move rapidly along a 5 
street, or when streets are restricted in width, but the single column is the least preferred advance/patrol 6 
method of moving. The same principles apply as in the double column (see below), except the single 7 
column does not provide 360-degree security.  8 
 9 
Squad Double Column Urban Patrol Formation. There must be at least two squads or fire teams to 10 
conduct a double column. This method gives you 360 degrees of security with mutual support and 11 
interlocking sectors of fire. Squads move down the sides of the street using the building walls for cover 12 
and concealment. The point men stay abreast of each other while the rest of the Marines stagger 13 
themselves tactically. See Figure 11. Patrol leaders take a position that allows them to best control their 14 
units. 15 
Sectors of Responsibility.  16 
· Point men are responsible for security to the direct front and for pieing off windows and doorways. 17 

They are also responsible for staying abreast of one another. 18 
· Marines immediately behind point men are the cover men. They cover the 45-degree oblique angle 19 

across from one another. The second cover man covers the direct front when the point man is pieing 20 
and checking for the enemy. The third and fourth cover men in the column are responsible for the far-21 
side flank security. One covers the upper level and one covers the lower level building windows, 22 
doors, and stairwells. The fourth Marine also provides rear security if he is the last man in the 23 
column. Or, he interlocks his sector of fire with that of the lead Marine in the next fire team in the 24 
column. 25 

· The last two Marines in the squad of each column are responsible for the rear security of each of their 26 
formations. They move in bounds so that they always provide active security to the squad’s rear. 27 
 28 
Multiple Urban Patrol Formation. This is a technique used by a reinforced squad or platoon to enable 29 
an effective patrol through an urban area. It avoids being channeled down one route while retaining 30 
mutual support. This technique has been effectively used by Royal Marines in Northern Ireland. The 31 
baseline principle is called satelliting. This entails squad movement in groups dispersed fire teams with 32 
each fire team using the ISR to keep close communications with each other to enable rapid, if not 33 
immediate, mutual support when necessary. 34 
 35 
The Satelliting Principle. The Squad Leader and his fire team (the primary team) move along a planned 36 
route, known as the primary route. The other fire teams move along parallel streets, on the primary route 37 
axis ahead and behind the primary team. They constantly change their locations in relation to the primary 38 
team and each other, moving into the best positions to cover each other, particularly when crossing open 39 
ground etc. This technique is called satelliting. Figure 12 illustrates this approach.40 
 41 

 42 
Other Movement Formations. In a high threat environment, the need for immediate firepower often 43 
outweighs the dangers of becoming canalized. However, in a low threat level, possibly only marked by 44 
snipers, our need to be able to move quickly modifies our approach; e.g., so we can cut off a terrorist’s 45 

The success of the multiple patrol requires a clear patrol plan, good communications (primarily via the 
ISR) and effective control by both squad and fire team leaders. When operating in the correct way, the 
multiple patrol formation will provide mutual support through the satelliting fire teams that will keep 

the enemy off balance. The enemy will be unsure of the locations and movement of all of the fire 
teams, thus deterring many from making contact. 
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escape route. The V formation is an example of such an approach. Here, fire teams move in a V formation 1 
along parallel routes, while staying in depth with mutual support. The HQ team is in the center, with 2 
Assault and Security Teams slightly forward, on each flank. The distance between teams is within 150 3 
meters. If the environment poses a higher threat level or the streets are too far apart, then the squad moves 4 
in a staggered column formation.   5 
 6 
For Platoon-sized patrols, squads generally travel in the same manner as the fire teams along parallel 7 
routes. The intent is to create less of a target to an aggressor yet still allow the patrol to quickly react to an 8 
incident.  Individuals within units/teams will move in a tactical stagger. Whenever possible, use snipers in 9 
an overwatch position to provide patrols with observation and intelligence updates prior, during, and 10 
after the patrol is conducted. 11 
 12 
Navigation/Control Measures. The patrol leader is responsible for the navigation of the patrol. The 13 
headquarters unit normally functions as the base unit during movement and the designated navigator is 14 
normally assigned from within the headquarters unit. Buildings are the major terrain features, and units 15 
become tied to streets. If fighting has destroyed buildings, rubble may block these streets making 16 
navigation and control even more difficult. Operations in subways and sewers present other unique 17 
navigation challenges described below. 18 
 19 
Crossing a Street Intersection. Cross four-way intersections quickly with focused security for the 20 
protection of crossing units. Crossing the intersection will force the three elements of a unit moving along 21 
a city street to rotate positions and assume appropriate responsibilities. 22 
· First Fire Team To Cross. The lead (1st) fire teams in the two columns simultaneously set security 23 

around the corners of the building. They provide mutually supporting security to the direct front, 24 
security to the building on the far side of the intersection, and intersection security. The middle (2nd) 25 
fire teams provide mutually supporting flank and rear security. On order, the rear (3rd) fire teams 26 
move forward, cross the intersection, and assume the lead (1st) fire team’s forward security mission. 27 

· Second Fire Team to Cross. The front-most fire teams (now the middle fire teams) continue to 28 
provide intersection security and assume rear area security. The 2nd fire teams (now rear fire teams) 29 
cross the intersection on order. The second fire teams position themselves to provide rear and 30 
intersection security to support the covering of the last fire teams. 31 

· Third Fire Team To Cross. The 1st fire teams (now the rear fire teams) provide rear security and cross 32 
the intersection on order. In a leapfrog fashion, the 1st fire teams bypass the 2nd fire teams to become 33 
the middle fire teams and provide mutually supporting forward and flank security. The 2nd fire teams 34 
become the rear security. 35 

 36 
After the squads and three fire teams have crossed the intersection, the fire teams have rotated. This 37 
rotation is convenient because it alternates the lead units, who may be fatigued by the demands of MOUT. 38 
The same procedures are used to cross an intersection with a single column. 39 
 40 
Sewer Navigation. Navigate sewers in much the same way as city streets. Try to get maps providing the 41 
basic layout of the sewer system. These are normally maintained by city sewer departments and include 42 
the directions the sewer lines run and distances between manhole covers. Along with basic compass and 43 
pace-count techniques, such information may enable you to move through the city sewers with accuracy. 44 
 45 
Using City Maps. The scale of the city map can vary from 1:25,000 to 1:100,000 depending on the 46 
importance and size of the city. Special maps prepared by topographical engineers may be available, but 47 
don’t count on them, especially in third world cities. When available, they may include maps of road and 48 
bridge networks, railroads, built-up areas, and electric power fields. Use street maps, unless street and 49 
road signs have been destroyed, switched or removed by the enemy.50 
 51 
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As a map numbering technique, divide the urban terrain into areas (indicated by Roman Numerals) and 1 
then into sectors (indicated by letters). Number each of the buildings within each sector. This technique 2 
will help you more accurately identify your position. In use, you would state your position by saying Area 3 
II, Sector M, Building 6, for example. This technique is illustrated on the map in figure 13. Notice how 4 
many buildings may be included within just one square kilometer. Use street intersections or building 5 
numbers within sectors as reference points just as you would use hills and streams in rural terrain. Be alert 6 
to the possibility that the steel and iron in the MOUT environment may cause inaccurate compass 7 
readings.  8 
 9 
Use of Electronic Navigation Aids. The urban canyon adversely affects the performance of some types 10 
of communications-electronic devices such as the GPS, the Position Location Reporting System (PLRS), 11 
and other line of sight (LOS) data-distribution systems. When available, use these systems on the tops of 12 
buildings, in open areas, and down streets where obstacles will not affect LOS readings. 13 
 14 
Urban Patrol Security Issues. 15 
Camouflage. 16 
· the normally overt nature of urban patrols limits the need for camouflage. 17 
 – However, you should always use camouflage at night. 18 
Movement Rate. 19 
· During daylight, vary your rate of movement. Take irregular halts and employ brief periods of double 20 

timing. Make your patrol very hard to predict so you frustrate the enemy’s ability to coordinate an 21 
attack or easily set an ambush against a specific patrol. 22 

 23 
Security Halts. (See the Go Firm tactic described earlier.) 24 
· Patrols should take short security halts, with Marines taking up mutually supporting firing positions 25 

that change frequently. 26 
-- 5-meter check. A short-term halt to conduct an immediate visual search within a 5-meter radius. 27 
-- 20-meter check. A longer-term halt to conduct an immediate visual search within a 20-meter area. 28 
 29 

Buddy System. 30 
· Marines must always work in pairs, ensuring mutual support. The last man in the unit/team will 31 

provide rear security, but will always remain in sight of his assigned buddy. 32 
 33 
Danger Areas. Patrols can expect to encounter many danger areas during a single patrol in the urban 34 
environment. These are points that pose a major threat to the patrol. They can be local political and 35 
religious headquarters, weapons containment areas, roads and routes that canalize movement and 36 
firepower. Add to this any area with a history of repeated confrontation or engagement with the local 37 
population. The danger is three-dimensional and always “in range” because of the proximity of buildings 38 
to the patrol route. Thus, every patrol member must maintain acute situation awareness at all times. Even 39 
a brief period of inattention could lead to a serious casualty. 40 
 41 
Dealing with Danger Areas. Although danger areas should be avoided, our mission may require us to 42 
enter them. We can deal with this reality by using good patrol formation, movement rate, etc. Here are 43 
some other precautions that relate to patrolling in danger areas: 44 
· Designate near and far side rally points. 45 

--  Brief how you will use them during issue of the patrol order. 46 
· Use the assault and security (A&S) teams to provide flank security for the headquarters unit and each 47 

other. 48 
--  HQ unit identifies danger area and takes up static position on near side of intersection. Individuals 49 
provide all-around security. 50 
-- A designated two-Marine element, consisting of one Marine from each A&S team move through 51 
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the HQ unit and establish respective firing positions on the near side of the danger area covering the 1 
patrol’s near side flanks. 2 
-- Follow this element with a second pair (again, one Marine from each A&S team) who move 3 
across to the far side of the danger area and establish respective firing positions covering the patrol’s 4 
far side flanks. 5 
-- Use bounding overwatch techniques to cross the unit. 6 

 7 
Patrol Reaction to Enemy Contact. If a unit engages or is engaged by the enemy, there are two basic 8 
options that Marines may follow. The first and most preferred option is to immediately return fire and 9 
conduct a hasty attack to gain a covered position inside of the building. The second and least preferred 10 
method is to remain outside of the building(s) and fight from the street.  11 
· Gain a covered position. Immediately return fire if the enemy’s position is spotted and enter buildings 12 

as quickly as possible. Use the basic principles of entry; however, speed of action is essential. Once 13 
inside, quickly scan the area and engage any threat. If no threat is present, acquire the enemy’s 14 
positions and deliver carefully aimed shots to achieve fire superiority. 15 

· Remain outside and fight. Do not use this option unless strict ROE prohibit the occupation of 16 
buildings without being fired on from that specific building, or because of building obstructions, 17 
obstacles, or booby traps. In such cases, seek whatever cover exists, quickly acquire the target(s) and 18 
return fire to gain fire superiority. 19 

 20 
Reaction to a Sniper. Patrol members should constantly try to identify likely firing points and anticipate 21 
their reactions to a shooting. When a sniping occurs, keep in mind that it may be part of a plan to entice 22 
you into a reaction that drives you toward a larger, more lethal attack. On the other hand, urban snipers 23 
will normally have a clear withdrawal route, so they may be planning a one shot and leave episode. You 24 
have to plan for both of these possibilities. 25 
 26 
Sniper Immediate Action (IA) Drills. The technique is the same for both squad and platoon-sized 27 
patrols. If the sniper is to be neutralized (killed or captured), the patrol maneuvers by using planned and 28 
rehearsed IA drills. The goal is to cut off the shooter's escape and then deal with him as follows: 29 
· React immediately and positively to get behind the firing position in order to kill or capture the 30 

sniper. 31 
· Unit in contact attempts to identify the firing position and maneuvers a designated 32 

marksman/counter-sniper team into position to return well-aimed and controlled fires. 33 
· The unit leader determines appropriate cutoff positions and relays them to flanking teams. 34 
· The unit leader in contact sends initial contact report to the patrol leader, who relays information to 35 

higher headquarters. 36 
· The unit leader in contact retains eyes on the firing point, but does not enter it due to the possibility of 37 

booby traps. 38 
· Flank units/teams set up along likely escape routes. 39 
· The end of the contact period is signified by either a cease in sniper fire or neutralization of the 40 

gunman. 41 
 42 
Reaction to a Decisive Engagement. If a patrol becomes decisively engaged from numerous firing 43 
positions, take the following immediate action: 44 
· Move to available cover and return accurate fire on identified firing points. 45 
· Patrol leader assesses the situation and decides to either assault the position, request a reaction force, 46 

or to break contact. 47 
· Use appropriate MAGTF combined arms capabilities. 48 
· If the reaction force is requested, the engaged patrol maintains its position until the reaction force 49 

arrives. 50 
-- Then it either clears occupied buildings or covers the patrol during its extract. 51 
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 1 
9108. Employment of Designated Marksmen 2 
 3 
Designated Marksman (DM). The DM is an individual with additional training in the fundamentals of 4 
marksmanship and observation. He is equipped with an optic mounted on his M16A2 Service Rifle, or 5 
M4 Carbine, when available. He is not a sniper. 6 
 7 
Mission of the DM. The two elements of the DM mission are:  8 
· Deliver precision fire in support of maneuver of the rifle squad. 9 

· Cover the approach and entry of the assault element. 10 
· Eliminate threats in and around the objective. 11 
· Cover avenues of approach. 12 
· Seal off the objective area by fire. 13 
· Provide diversionary fire for assault elements. 14 

· Gather Intelligence through the use of optical equipment. 15 
· Collect and relay vital tactical intelligence data. 16 
· Report on the Priority Intelligence Requirements. 17 
· Identify enemy leaders or hostile individuals hiding in a crowd. 18 

 19 
DM Precision Fire Missions. With the DM in place, the option of resolving any situation by fire is 20 
always available. The tactical employment of the DM is entirely METT-T dependent. These are the 21 
principal types of fire missions executed by the DM: 22 
· Destroy 23 

-- Inflict personnel casualties such that they are unable to pose a threat to friendly forces 24 
-- Damage a target so that it cannot function as intended nor be restored to a usable condition. 25 

· Suppress 26 
--Use fires to temporarily neutralize or degrade the enemy’s weapons effectiveness. 27 
--This may not entail inflicting casualties as long as the enemy’s weapons are suppressed and he 28 
seeks cover and stops effective maneuvering. 29 

· Harass 30 
--Reduce enemy effectiveness by curtailing his movement, disturbing his rest and lowering his morale 31 
by threatening losses. 32 
--This can be especially effective in the tight confines of the urban battlespace. 33 

 34 
DM in the Assault Element. The rifleman in an assault element is used in building assault and room 35 
clearing so he will not normally be assigned in the DM role. Simply put, the close combat mission of the 36 
assault element does not support the use of a DM. However, leaders should consider using one or several 37 
of his trained riflemen from either the security or support element to be DMs to provide covering fire for 38 
the assault element. 39 
 40 
DM in the Security Element. During urban assault, the threat is often well hidden and well protected 41 
from small arms fire. This makes the security element an ideal place to employ the rifleman as a DM. 42 
Using the magnification power of his optic, the DM is able to spot the small apertures and loop holes that 43 
the enemy can use to fire on the assault force. He can acquire and shoot the enemy through the opening or 44 
hit whatever small part of him is exposed. Using his optics, he can acquire targets, either by sight or 45 
muzzle flash, and engage them with precision fire. Target acquisition is enhanced if the enemy is firing 46 
machine guns or Rocket Propelled Grenades (RPGs) at the assault force because of the larger signature of 47 
these weapons. 48 
 49 
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Advantage of the DM in the Security Element. A squad leader using one fire team to assault the 1 
building, one fire team as the security element and one fire team as the support element will have two 2 
DMs to accomplish this mission. The advantages of employing DMs in this manner include: 3 
· Focused firepower. 4 

-- Rifle fire is concentrated on specific target(s) rather than areas. 5 
· Optimizing automatic weapons. 6 

-- Employing DM to provide suppression frees the automatic weapons to support the assault force in 7 
ways that are more in keeping with their design and plays to the strengths of these particular weapons. 8 
-- In addition, it allows leaders to situate automatic weapons at ground level thus maximizing grazing 9 
fire. 10 
-- The precision DM capability gives us a viable option when the suppressive firing of automatic 11 
weapons is limited by concerns for fratricide, ROE and unnecessary danger to noncombatants. 12 

 13 
DM in the Support Element. As Marines from the security element are called up, the DM from the 14 
support element can also provide covering fires. A rifleman acting as a DM located with this element can 15 
provide covering fires until all units from the squad are inside the objective building. He then moves with 16 
the support element into his next position to provide eyes on the next objective. DMs located with this 17 
element or any other have the mission of sealing off enemy escape routes during consolidation and are 18 
oriented on likely avenues of approach for a counter attack. This ensures that a retreating enemy is 19 
continually engaged with accurate fire and gives the DM the advantage to break up any counter attacks 20 
that the enemy may launch.   21 
 22 
Breaking Contact. The Patrol Leader may be forced to break contact as a result of decisive engagement 23 
with the enemy. On the basis of his estimate of the situation, he will break contact in one of the following 24 
ways: 25 
-- As a patrol, with units/teams providing cover for movement defined by clock direction and distance. 26 
-- As individual units/team, taking separate routes out of the area then linking-up at a designated rally 27 
point that is a safe distance away from the engagement area. 28 
As in any contact with enemy forces, use smoke to screen movement. Get supporting fires from the 29 
MAGTF as necessary to ensure a tactical retrograde. If allowed by the ROE, use riot control agents to 30 
disrupt any enemy pursuit. 31 
 32 
9109.  Combined Arms 33 
 34 
Combined Arms Philosophy . This is more than simply using multiple weapons systems against an 35 
enemy. It’s employing organic weapons, supporting arms, and maneuver to present a dilemma to the 36 
enemy; i.e., to avoid one threat, he will expose himself to another. Applying combined arms demands 37 
tactical proficiency and knowing the effects and employment methods for many types of weapons and 38 
how they relate to maneuver warfare. 39 

F40 
fo41 
p42 
s43 
v44 
p45 
 46 
The MAGTF is a balanced combined arms team. Combined arms is standard practice for all Marines.
The strengths of the various arms complement and reinforce each other. At the same time, the 

weaknesses and vulnerabilities of each arm are protected or offset by the capabilities of the other.
9 -31  

or example, when you combine tanks and infantry to work together in an urban battle, you make a 
rmidable team. Tanks operating alone can be vulnerable to close-in antitank fires such as the rocket-

ropelled grenade (RPG) fired by enemy infantry. Infantry operating alone has no powerful direct fire 
ystem. By operating together, the two elements create a combined arms team that helps eliminate the 
ulnerabilities of the other. The tanks provide long range direct fire support while the infantry provides 
rotection for the tanks against close threats. 
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Squad Weapon MOUT Considerations. See Appendix A of MCWP 3-35.3, MOUT for a summary of 1 
MOUT weapons employment considerations. 2 
 3 
Mounted Urban Patrols. Mounted patrols capitalize on speed, vehicle mobility and firepower. 4 
· May be motorized, mechanized, or armored vehicles. 5 

-- Can be used in any combination. 6 
· When LAVs and AAVs are used, ballistic protection is increased. 7 
· Tracked vehicles provide better mobility than wheeled vehicles due to their greater ability to 8 

negotiate obstacles and rubble. 9 
 10 
Vulnerabilities of Mounted Patrols. The problems associated with mounted patrols include: 11 
· Easier to be canalized into killing zones. 12 
· Cannot use the 3-Dimensional aspect of the urban areas. 13 

--  Generally confined to roads or wide, passable surfaces. 14 
· Vehicles need additional protection (e.g., reactive armor, sandbags, wire mesh, etc.) to negate attacks 15 

from sides, rear and top. 16 
-- Vehicles always need infantry protection. 17 

 18 
Mounted Patrol Organization. Mounted patrols are generally organized in the same manner as a 19 
dismounted patrol into assault, security, support and command and control elements. They maintain unit 20 
integrity when positioning personnel to specific vehicles. A notional squad size patrol that is task 21 
organized with three vehicles could be effectively organized as follows: 22 
· Assault and security team A. 23 

-- Driver, Fire Team Leader, Gunner, A-Gunner. 24 
· Assault and support team B. 25 

-- Driver, Fire Team Leader, Gunner, A-Gunner. 26 
· Command/HQ unit. 27 

-- Driver, Fire Team Leader, Squad Leader, Gunner, A-Gunner. 28 
 29 
Mounted Urban Patrolling Principles. 30 
· Ensure mutual support and depth by maintaining constant observation among vehicles. 31 
· Coordinate supporting fire plan with any dismounted units in the area. 32 
· Maintain all-around security. 33 

-- Be wary of temptation to de-emphasize rear security because of speed of movement. 34 
· Plan for and maintain positive communication between vehicles. 35 

-- Plan to use easily recognizable visual signals. 36 
-- Plan how smoke will be used including its color. 37 

· Adjust patrol routes and speeds to promote deception and pattern avoidance. 38 
· Maintain 360� security when moving and at the halt. 39 
· Never enter the area via the route you will use to exit. 40 
 41 
Employment of Mounted Patrolling. The keys to success for mounted patrols are: 42 
· Mutual support. 43 
· All-around security. 44 
· Positive communications. 45 
· Patrol routes and speeds that are adjusted to promote deception, and pattern avoidance. 46 

47 
Speed and shock are weapons for mounted patrols. It may be best to immediately assault through the 
firing position. Hit them head-on. If tanks are present, it may be best to immediately smash through a 

barricade from which the patrol is receiving fire. 
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 1 
The Dismounted Patrol. As the threat of enemy contact increases the formation commander must 2 
determine how to maintain the security of the patrol. He has two options. One is to remain mounted and 3 
use his speed and momentum to push through light contact. This is a viable but risky option that risks 4 
having a whole squad killed or wounded if they are trapped in a vehicle hit by antiarmor fire. The other 5 
option is to dismount short of high-risk areas and patrol on foot to find and fix the enemy. This is the 6 
option that will be used in the majority of cases. 7 
 8 
The dismounted combined arms patrol can be an effective technique to fix and destroy the enemy in a 9 
fluid, high threat situation during MOUT. When dismounted the patrol is able to achieve all round 10 
security. The infantry are able to move out and away from the noise of the armored vehicles. They are 11 
also able to make contact with the population and get a sense of the dangers of the environment. An 12 
example formation is shown graphically in Figure 14. 13 
 14 
The key characteristics of this patrol are as follows: 15 
·The lead elements are a dismounted infantry squad and a tank. 16 
·The tank travels behind the lead fire-team, coordinating its movement with the team leader. 17 

– The squad leader moves parallel to the tank, able to direct the tank’s fire or position the tank 18 
should his lead team get into contact with the enemy. 19 

· The remainder of the squad hastily clears to the sides and rear of the tank. 20 
– A close protection team is only necessary with the tank if the patrol commander intends to 21 

regroup the tank during the patrol. 22 
– In all other situations the lead squad provides the security for the lead tank as it hastily clears the 23 

route. 24 
– The threat level and the length of the patrol will determine whether the remainder of the patrol is 25 

also dismounted and hasty clearing along the route. 26 
· Where possible, the depth elements should remain mounted to reduce fatigue and allow the rotation 27 

of fresh troops into the lead. 28 
· The patrol commander and the engineer attachments should travel forward in the order of march. 29 

Both should remain mounted as long as possible. 30 
· The last elements in the patrol formation are the trail infantry squad moving dismounted with another 31 

tank in support of their movement. 32 
– They are employed in the same way as the lead element: fire-team and tank, followed by the last 33 

two fire-teams. 34 
Dismounted squads do not conduct deliberate clearances of every building. This process is time 35 
consuming and physically demanding. The aim of the patrol remains to find and fix the enemy. It is when 36 
the enemy has been found that deliberate building clearances commence. 37 
 38 
Conceptually once contact with the enemy has been established, the lead infantry squad and tank fix the 39 
enemy while the rest of the patrol maneuvers to envelop the enemy’s position. The formation described 40 
above has the advantage of tanks being in both the fixing and enveloping forces. Additionally, a tank is 41 
positioned forward to provide shock action and responsive direct fire support for the lead infantry squad. 42 
The tank will normally be able to drive through any light enemy resistance.  43 
 44 
The Combined Arms Attack in MOUT. The guiding principles for the combined arms attack do 45 
not change in the urban environment. Adherence to these guiding principals is therefore still 46 
critical in achieving success.  47 
 48 
Tanks. Tanks maneuvering with infantry are lethal, mobile and survivable assets in the urban 49 
environment. Tanks help to reduce infantry casualties even as the infantry is protecting the tanks. Further, 50 
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the thermal sights on the tanks are a powerful aid in locating and identifying enemy positions. Also, 1 
keeping the tanks well forward in the column of march provides the infantry with near instant direct fire 2 
support. Whether engaging a sniper, destroying a prepared defensive position, or countering an ambush,  3 
having the tank readily available helps to quickly suppress and defeat the enemy. This helps reduce 4 
friendly casualties in the most deadly area of the urban environment, the streets and open areas. 5 
 6 
Light Armored Vehicle (LAV) . The LAV 25 (with the 25mm Chain Gun) can be a valuable combined 7 
arms asset in MOUT. However, leaders must take its vulnerabilities into account. Specifically, the gun 8 
and sight are powerful assets when used to establish overwatch positions on areas of high ground or down 9 
long straight roads that allow it to maintain a good stand off range. However, LAVs are vulnerable to 10 
tank, antitank, and some machine gun fires. Maneuverability and speed is degraded when LAVs are used 11 
in streets or alleys that are short and narrow. As a wheeled asset, it can also be boxed-in by structures or 12 
rubble. If employed as a tank, high casualty rates for the LAV can be expected.  13 
 14 
Combined Arms Antiarmor Team (CAAT) . Each infantry battalion normally organizes a CAAT to be 15 
ready to deal with an armor threat. Depending on the threat, these are task-organized elements normally 16 
consist of mounted heavy machine gun and antiarmor assets. When it is organized from assets drawn 17 
solely from the battalion—i.e., no tanks, AAVs or LAVs—it is almost wholly drawn from the Weapons 18 
Company. Depending on the threat, all or part of a rifle company's command group—artillery forward 19 
observer (FO), 81mm FO and FAC—is part of the CAAT. Often, an 81mm mortar vehicle with one tube 20 
is included in the CAAT so that the 81mm mortar can be an on-call marking tool for CAS. The vehicle-21 
mounted weapons included in a nominal CAAT platoon are: 22 
· TOW, Dragon and/or Javelin ATGMs 23 
· Mk-19 40mm grenade machine guns 24 
· .50 caliber heavy machine guns 25 
Properly trained CAAT members are proficient in call-for-fire and close air support procedures. Their 26 
capabilities can be enhanced through the use of hand-held designators for precision-guided weapons. The 27 
CAAT uses doctrinal movement techniques consistent with assigned mission and the threat situation. 28 
Tactical missions include employment as a reconnaissance, screening, guard, ambush or delaying force. 29 
 30 
In the offense, the CAAT can be employed as a combat reconnaissance patrol ahead of, or flanking, the 31 
main body in a movement to contact. In the defense, the CAAT can be used far out in front to expand the 32 
defense in depth with tanks in a series of defensive delay lines to shoot and maneuver in a combined arms 33 
battle well in front of the main battle position. They can also be part of the counterattack force, usually in 34 
overwatch of tanks. In either the offense or defense, the unit must have a plan to react to a decisively 35 
engaged CAAT. 36 
 37 
Infantry/Armor/AAV/LAV/Engineers in MOUT. 38 
 39 
Combat Vehicle Fire Support Roles.  In MOUT, combat vehicles are often employed as fires support 40 
vehicles for infantry. Typical missions include: 41 
· Suppression/destruction of enemy forces in buildings and strong points. 42 
· Reserve or counterattack suppression fires. 43 
· Creating entry/exit points in buildings. 44 
· Isolation of the built-up area or objectives within the built-up area. 45 
· Antiarmor fires. 46 
· Breaching obstacles in a direct fire mode. 47 
 48 
Tank/Infantry Operations in MOUT The powerful, high-velocity 120mm cannon and the machine guns 49 
mounted on the M1A1 tank provide excellent direct-fire support. Although the infantry assumes the lead 50 
role during combat in urban areas, tanks and infantry work as a close team mutually supporting each 51 
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other. Tanks move down streets with the infantry protecting them from antitank weapons (RPGs, AT-3s, 1 
etc.). In turn, the tanks support the infantry with fire support. The primary role of the tank cannon during 2 
combat in urban areas is to provide direct fire support against buildings and strong points that are 3 
identified as targets by the infantry. 4 
 5 
Tank Weapon Systems. The M1A1 tank has significant firepower with highly accurate fire control 6 
systems that includes a 20 power optical sight. Its four weapon systems are: 7 
120mm main gun with multiple warheads available. 8 
· 7.62mm coaxial machine gun w/ 10,000 round magazine with tracer and armor piercing incendiary 9 

rounds. 10 
· 7.62mm loader’s machine gun w/ 200 round magazine 11 
· .50 caliber machine gun w/100 round magazine with 1000 more rounds on board 12 
· The tank can also mount an in-bore .50 caliber device used to shoot precision engagements to 2000 13 

meters. The in-bore device is normally a training device, but it can be configured the tank’s main gun 14 
for operational employment. It provides the supported unit with an effective anti-sniper weapon. 15 

 16 
In addition to its 20-power optics, the tank’s fire control systems include: 17 
· Laser range finder. 18 
· Thermal-imaging systems can provide the infantry an enhanced surveillance capability during low 19 

light or reduced visibility conditions. 20 
 21 
Tank-Infantry Employment. The infantry may be dismounted, truck-mounted, or AAV-mounted, 22 
depending on METT-T factors. When Marine tanks are employed in MOUT, tank units may have to be 23 
task organized down to sections with two tanks per section. Tanks support the infantry in urban areas by: 24 
Providing shock effect and firepower. 25 
Isolating objectives with direct fire to prevent enemy withdrawal, reinforcement, or counterattack. 26 
· Neutralizing or suppressing enemy positions. 27 
· Smashing through street barricades or reducing barricades by fires.28 
· Using fires to reduce enemy strong point in buildings. 29 
· Obscuring enemy observation using onboard smoke generators. 30 
· Suppressing identified sniper positions. 31 
 32 
Infantry supports tank in urban terrain by: 33 
· Locating targets for engagement by the M1A1 tank. 34 
· Suppressing and destroying antitank weapons with mortars, automatic weapons, and grenades. 35 
· Assaulting positions, clearing buildings, and securing chokepoints such as bridges and causeways.  36 
· Providing local security for M1A1s throughout the urban operation; 37 

-- At a minimum, one infantry fire team must provide security for each tank. 38 
· Ground guide tanks in close terrain using standard tracked vehicle hand and arm signals. 39 

 40 
M1A1 Employment Considerations. The following are some techniques and concerns that Marine 41 
infantry and/or tank leaders should consider when employing M1A1s in urban terrain: 42 
· The tank's main gun has danger zones that can cause death and serious injury to Marines due to: 43 

· Back blast overpressure that can kill or incapacitate. 44 
· An armor piercing discarding sabot (APDS) round that discards 3 or 4 petals after firing that can 45 

kill unprotected personnel 46 
-- The Danger Zone extends 1000m along gun line and 70m on either side of the barrel. 47 

· M1A1s should mount the fording kit exhaust plenum pipe attachment or heat shield deflector to allow 48 

Speed and shock are weapons for tank/infantry employment. It may be best to immediately assault 
through an enemy barricade or position from which the force is receiving fire. 
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infantry to safely approach the rear of the tank. 1 
· Streets and alleys can greatly restrict and canalize tank routes making it vulnerable. 2 
· At least one infantry fire team should remain with each tank to furnish local security. 3 

--HOWEVER, DISMOUNTED TROOPS CANNOT BE WITHIN THE DANGER ZONE (DESCRIBED ABOVE). 4 
· A hastily rigged external TA-1 phone using wiring harness can be an excellent means for 5 

communication between the infantry and the vehicle commander. 6 
· The ISR can also be used for tank-infantry communication, if the tank commander has an ISR. 7 

Otherwise, use hand and arm signals or SINCGARS radio. 8 
· Tanks do not enter buildings with basements. 9 

-- This eliminates the potential to fall into them. 10 
· M1A1s should stay near buildings held by friendly troops. 11 
· Crewmembers must watch for signals from infantry inside buildings on their flanks. 12 
 13 
Target Indication Techniques for Tank Guns. Direct the tank into position by using some sort of mark 14 
or flag. Otherwise, the tank may accidentally move past the supporting infantry and expose itself to 15 
enemy fire. This type of coordination is very difficult and requires extensive training, because a simple 16 
signal may make the difference in the survival of that tank. When possible, use smoke, tracer fire, laser 17 
pointer, etc. to mark a target for a tank. When this is not possible, use any of the following methods. 18 
 19 
Orient the tank commander on target using a reference point. Use an easily recognizable point like a 20 
church tower so the tank gunner can identify the correct building reference point. Then talk the gunner 21 
onto the correct building and window. For example, “From the church tower, five o’clock, 200 meters, 22 
white two story building, second window from the left.”  23 
 24 
Orient the tank commander using Tank Main Gun method. Talk the tank on target by using the turret to 25 
guide the gunner. Always use the 12 o’clock position as the direction of travel with the main gun over the 26 
main slope. For example: “RPG team at 2 o’clock.” 27 
 28 
Describe target. This should be short, simple, and easy to understand. Once the commander has identified 29 
a target, he responds: “identified.” 30 
 31 
 32 
 33 
 34 
Using Tanks in MOUT. 35 
· Do not walk directly behind the tanks extremely hot turbine exhaust unless a deep water fording kit or 36 
maintenance exhaust kit is installed on the tank. These deflectors vent the exhaust upward and away from 37 
the dismounted troops. 38 
· Use simple field expediency to rig field phones to the rear of the tank so dismounted infantry can 39 
communicate with the tank crew. 40 
· You can also use the ISR, providing the tank commander has one. 41 
· Do not ride on the tank cupola if main gun firing is a possibility. 42 

--Its overpressure will incapacitate you. 43 
· Use the tanks two 7.62mm machine guns or the .50 caliber heavy machine gun to suppress the enemy. 44 
· Use the tanks machine gun to lay a base of fire, rather than expending the infantry’s rounds. 45 

-- The tank carries over 10,000 rounds of 7.62mm ammunition. 46 
-- The tanks machine guns are accurate even on the move. 47 

 48 
Track-width Mine Plows. Although not optimized for use in the urban environment, these capabilities 49 
can be used in the city when attached to the front of the tank. Plows make lanes through minefields and 50 
rollers detect minefields and proof lanes created by other means. Therefore, the plow can be used 51 
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effectively in the urban streets to clear local barricades made of wire, rubble, etc. that have been laced 1 
with surface-laid mines.  2 
 3 
 4 
Assault Amphibious Vehicles (AAVs) in MOUT. The AAV, with its enhanced appliqué armor kit 5 
(EAAK) and its upgunned weapon station (UGWS), provides an excellent vehicle for maneuver and 6 
patrolling in the urban environment.  7 
 8 
AAV Amphibious Roles in MOUT. The existence of waterways, canals, rivers, and marshlands in and 9 
around urban areas can provide avenues of ingress into designated objective areas. If used in conjunction 10 
with supporting fires, smoke, and/or deception operations, AAVs can capitalize on their amphibious 11 
capability and make use of waterways for ship-to-shore, shore-to-shore, and limited riverine operations. 12 
 13 
 14 
AAV MOUT Capabilities. Specific tasks for AAV’s include: 15 
 16 
Transport assault elements, equipment and supply. 17 
· Provide support in the clearing of lanes through minefields and other obstacles. 18 
· CASEVAC 19 

--  Best USMC armored platform for this mission. 20 
· Fire Support 21 

-- Direct fire with heavy machine gun and grenade launcher from Upgunned Weapon Station 22 
(UGWS). 23 
-- Overwatch 24 
-- Significant organic radio communications assets for MAGTF 25 

· Urban Patrolling 26 
· Mobility for Counterattack or Reaction force 27 

· Speed, firepower, and limited armored protection 28 
· Delivery of reaction force to the scene 29 

· Defensive strong point when protected by infantry. 30 
 31 
·Both the AAV and the M1A1 tank have the capability to rapidly generate a large amount of smoke to 32 
assist urban tactical maneuver. Both also have on-board smoke grenade launchers. 33 
 34 
AAV Operational Considerations. When operating with the AAV you are to ensure you adhere to the 35 
following rules: 36 
· If you are required to move forward of the vehicle, always ensure the crew knows you have done so. 37 

– This can be done with a visible sign or a radio call that receives acknowledgement. 38 
· When using supporting fire from the machine guns, have the vehicle even with your FLOT. 39 

– It you cannot do this, due to threat or obstacles, make sure that the vehicle commander knows the 40 
location of all troops forward of the vehicle. 41 

– You must also ensure that no troops are within the 45 Degree frontal arc. 42 
– Do not assume the AAV crew has seen you. You are responsible for your own safety. 43 

· Never take a prone firing position directly behind an armored vehicle. 44 
· The AAV can move almost as quickly in reverse as it can move forward. 45 
· When operating with armored vehicles at night, and you are not sure the vehicle crew has seen you, 46 

move next to a large building or object well out of the pathway of the vehicle. 47 
· Make sure that you never place yourself or your Marines between two AAVs. 48 
 49 
Mount and Dismount. The AAV is most vulnerable during mount and dismount of the vehicle. To 50 
reduce this vulnerability use these drills to enter and exit the vehicle. 51 
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· Keep fire team integrity. 1 
 – Do not mix team members between seats or stations. 2 
·Maintain 360-degree security. 3 

–Do not remove rear security elements until elements of another fire teams are in place and covering 4 
that arc. 5 

·Do Not Rush. 6 
·Enter and exit the vehicle under control. 7 

– This means about ¾ pace. 8 
– This will prevent Marines falling on wet or slippery ramps, or tripping over ramp door handles 9 

and cables. 10 
· Maintain Contact with your buddy. In MOUT there is a real chance you will move to load and the 11 

next member of the team will not see you go. This may cause delays where the ramp is down and you 12 
are vulnerable, or worse it may cause you to leave members of your team behind. 13 

 14 
Load Positions. Figure 15 illustrates the recommended loading positions for a Marine Rifle Squad. Squad 15 
leaders must observe from the troop commander’s hatch so they can direct the vehicle commander as to 16 
the best location in which to stop based on cover opportunities for his Marines. He must inform the fire 17 
teams of these cover positions before they dismount. It is critical that Marines maintain contact with each 18 
other in this case, either by using the ISR or by leaving a linkman at the entrance to each building or 19 
covered location. 20 
 21 
AAV Dismount/Remount Drill. See figure 16.  22 
 23 
 24 
Dismounting 25 
 26 
· Fire Team 1 (FT1) remains covering flanks, rear and high.  27 
· Fire Team 2 (FT2) and Fire Team 3 (FT3) exit left and right. 28 
· First man out in each squad moves up on a line with the turret, approximately 10 yards out from the 29 

vehicle and goes to ground. 30 
· Second man moves level, adds another 10 yards and goes to ground. 31 
· This goes on until the last man is out. 32 
· He covers the flanks and any overlooking buildings. 33 
· FT1 exits when the last men of FT2 and FT3 are clear. 34 
·They move out and cover the flanks and rear in an arc. See figure 16. 35 
 36 
Remounting 37 
 38 
·FT2 and FT3 peel in toward the center, making sure they tag the next Marine as they pass. 39 

– They file straight into the troop / cargo compartment. 40 
·Once the last man from FT2 and FT3 has mounted the vehicle, the rear security (FT1) peel into the troop 41 
/ cargo compartment, reoccupying the hatch positions to cover the flanks and rear. 42 
 43 
The Combined Arms Attack in MOUT. The guiding principles for the combined arms attack do not 44 
change in the urban environment. 45 
 46 
Movement to the Objective. The formation adopted to move from the assembly area to the objective 47 
must make provision for reconnaissance en route. LAVs are well suited to this role. With their scout 48 
infantry they are able to provide information about the route and provide guides for the follow on force. 49 
Dismount and use the upper decks of buildings that overlook the objective area for last minute 50 
reconnaissance. 51 
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 1 
Isolation of the Objective. Isolation of the objective is critical to long-term success in the urban 2 
environment. If the force is not able to isolate the objective, the enemy will use the cover and 3 
concealment provided by the buildings and rubble to reinforce their position, or when defeated, to 4 
exfiltrate and prepare to fight again. 5 
 6 
The LAV / scout team is an effective combination with which to achieve isolation in the modern urban 7 
environment. These are the reasons: 8 
· These escape routes provide the enemy freedom of maneuver so the enemy so will be prepared to 9 
fight hard to keep them open. 10 
· The LAV is relatively stealthy. 11 

-- It has a quiet engine and does not have the loud track noise of other armored vehicles. 12 
-- The weapon and sight on the vehicle have the range and accuracy to dominate urban killing areas in 13 
both day and night. 14 

· The scout infantry have the ability to protect the vehicle at the halt and to infiltrate forward to cover 15 
areas not visible from the vehicle. 16 
The LAV is not the only solution to the requirement to achieve isolation. Sniper teams can often achieve 17 
the same effect and a well-placed fire team with a light or heavy machine gun may be another option. 18 
 19 
Combat Engineers in MOUT. The urban battlespace requires extensive use of engineers in both offense 20 
and defense. For offensive maneuver, they can help prepare the battlespace during shaping operations, 21 
and they can provide immediate assault support by clearing obstacles with heavy equipment or 22 
demolitions. Combat Engineers are critical for mine clearance and elimination of improvised explosive 23 
devices and booby traps. For defensive maneuver, they essentially reverse the process. 24 
 25 
Engineer Organization. When possible, attach two-man demolition teams or fire teams to support a rifle 26 
squad when they are assigned to breach obstacles or blow booby traps.  Note, however, that by breaking 27 
up the Combat Engineer Platoon attached to the battalion reduces the overall impact they can make. 28 
 29 
Link Man. Squad leaders often use a linkman to maintain coordination between the infantry squad and 30 
supporting assets, especially when an assault force enters buildings and disappears from view.  31 
· Designate one member of the infantry squad to maintain visual contact with adjacent units or 32 

tanks/AAVs. 33 
· He must move with his squad but always remain in a position where he can be seen to mark the 34 

forward line of his own troops. 35 
· Equip this Marine with an ISR. 36 
· If a tank telephone is fitted, make sure he knows how to use it. 37 
· Assault squads should try and mark their progress or clearance limits with flags or paint, even when 38 
using a linkman. 39 

-- This allows any direct fire support assets to fire with confidence when they detect movement in or 40 
around buildings. 41 

· Establish clear lines of lateral communication with attached elements so they do not have to wait for 42 
information to be passed through the commander. 43 
--  They must act on the commander’s intent and coordinate movement among themselves. 44 
-- They should work on the assumption that the commander will step in if he is not happy about the 45 

action being coordinated. 46 
-- Essential communication at this level should be lateral or among subordinate elements to 47 

establish and maintain mutual support among these elements. 48 
 49 
Squad Combined Arms Teams. In most instances, the most effective means of operating in the urban 50 
battlespace is task organization into a combined arms team. One formation will not fit all situations. 51 
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Leaders must assess each situation and determine the best task organization from the assets available. For 1 
example, the smallest, most combat effective way to employ Tank, AAV, or LAV units is by platoon. 2 
However, the close nature of urban terrain does not allow this optimum employment. So task organized 3 
into smaller elements such as the section. 4 
· A section of tanks is two (2) vehicles. 5 
· A section of LAVs is two (2) vehicles. 6 
· A section of AAVs is four (4) vehicles. 7 
Although the tanks prefer to work in platoons, using sections in MOUT allows us to combine the 8 
strengths of the various components and negate some of the limitations. Further, nothing precludes the 9 
infantry squad or platoon from being attached to the AAV, LAV or tank platoon commander, based on 10 
METT-T factors. 11 
 12 
Frontages, Formations, and Zones of Action. Rifle squad urban Ops are normally constrained within 13 
relatively narrow zones of action. This tends to drive leaders into linear thinking about the battle. Leaders  14 
must resist a narrow focus and look for or create opportunities to exploit gaps. Squad leaders must 15 
employ bases of fire to facilitate the maneuver their teams. Teams should seek to penetrate enemy 16 
positions from the flanks or rear. Exploitation of indirect avenues of approach is often difficult to do in a 17 
city. Failure to do so however, will usually result in high friendly casualty rates if units attack directly 18 
into the enemy’s strength. 19 
 20 
MAGTF Aviation in MOUT. 21 
 22 
Urban Close Air Support (CAS). The definitive work on urban CAS is the ACE MOUT Manual 23 
produced by MAWTS 1. 24 
 25 
Supporting Arms Fires. Each infantry squad should have a member trained in urban call for fire 26 
procedures. He should have an understanding of how to mark and/or sufficiently describe the target to 27 
enable ordnance delivery from rotary- and fixed- wing CAS platforms. This includes knowing how to 28 
prepare a 9-line brief for CAS requests and general knowledge of the wide array of ordnance available.  29 

 30 
Urban CAS Issues. 31 
· Laser designation from airborne and ground platforms should be visible for enough time to enable 32 
target engagement by rotary- and fixed-wing aircraft. 33 
· A laser designator “twitch” creates unique problems in the vertically developed urban environment. 34 

-- It could cause the spot to move from one vertical target; e.g., a floor of a multistory building to 35 
another building in front of, or behind the desired target. 36 
-- It could cause the spot to move beyond the vertical surface to another surface that is a significant 37 
distance from the target. 38 
-- It could also move the laser spot outside of a seeker field of view, rather than just a small distance 39 
on a horizontal plane. 40 

· If ROE require a positive visual target ID and/or the supported unit FAC cannot be certain that the 41 
laser spot is on the target, then aircrew cannot deliver ordnance. 42 
· We can effectively employ air delivered TOW against structural targets in urban CAS. 43 
· Urban strafe is only effective when the canyon created by the buildings allows sufficient target 44 
acquisition for a positive ID and acceptable delivery angles. 45 

-- Strafing is not a precision ordnance delivery. 46 
 47 

Marks of all types are very hard to see in urban terrain. FAC skill must include ability to “talk pilot’s 
eyes on to target.” You must frequently practice in order to develop this important skill. 
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Assault Support Helicopters. To take advantage of our helicopter mobility we have to reduce or 1 
eliminate the effectiveness of enemy small arms fire, anti-aircraft fire and man portable guided missiles. 2 
Some of the roles that assault support helicopters may play in urban warfare are: 3 
· Insertion and extraction of forces. 4 
· Command, control and aerial retransmission. 5 

--Casualty evacuation (CASEVAC). 6 
· CSS operations. 7 
· Limited aerial reconnaissance. 8 
 9 
Helicopterborne Assault Techniques. If the building can support the weight of a helicopter, Marines 10 
can be landed on the tops of buildings. If not, Marines can also rappel, fastrope or jump out of helicopters 11 
hovering just above the roof. Pre assault activities include clearing obstacles such as mines, electrical 12 
wires, telephone poles, or antennas.  13 
 14 
Section II. Attack of Fortified Areas 15 
 16 
9201. General 17 
 18 
A fortified area contains permanent defensive works. These works consist of emplacements, field 19 
fortifications, obstacles, and personnel shelters. They are disposed laterally, in depth, and are 20 
mutually supporting. A trench or tunnel system may be included to afford covered movement. A 21 
fortified area is deliberately planned to deny access to an attacker. A fortified area can best be 22 
reduced with a combined arms approach. In the attack consideration must be given to avoid 23 
becoming trapped in the mutually supporting fires of multiple emplacements. 24 
 25 

(1) Characteristics. Fortified areas differ in construction and physical layout; 26 
however, they all possess similar characteristics. In many cases they are called strong 27 
points. 28 
 29 

a. Strength 30 
 31 

(2) Emplacements and personnel shelters are constructed of  32 
reinforced concrete, steel, or heavy timbers and earth. The bulkheads and 33 
overhead may be up to 10 feet thick. This construction provides the defender 34 
with cover from indirect fire weapons, small arms, and limited protection from 35 
direct fire weapons. 36 

 37 
(3) The area is usually prepared in advance of hostilities which  38 
permits the use of natural camouflage; however, artificial camouflage may be 39 
used. 40 

 41 
   (c) Each emplacement usually contains one or more automatic weapons. 42 
 43 

(4) Emplacements are mutually supporting; one protects the other. To  44 
attack one emplacement; the attacker must pass through the sector of fire of 45 
one or more other emplacements. 46 

 47 
(5) Each emplacement is protected by infantry occupying field  48 
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fortifications positioned around the emplacement. These field fortifications 1 
may have overhead cover. 2 

 3 
(6) Tunnels and communication trenches are normally used 4 
 to link emplacements within the fortified position. 5 

 6 
(7) Barbed wire and other obstacles are used extensively in order to 7 
 restrict the attacker's movement and to channel him into the sectors  8 
of fire of automatic weapons. 9 

 10 
   (h) Mines and booby traps are normally employed in fortified positions. 11 
 12 
   (i) Communication wire is laid deep underground, thus,  13 
   providing a relatively secure means of communication. 14 
 15 

a. Weaknesses 16 
 17 

   (a) Placing automatic weapons in fixed emplacements restricts the 18 
    gunner's observation and, generally, prevents the weapon from being 19 
   moved to an alternate or supplementary position. 20 
 21 
   (b) Emplacements depend upon mutually supporting positions for 22 
    all-around observation and fields of fire. When one emplacement 23 
    is destroyed, observation and mutually supporting fires are 24 
   reduced proportionately. 25 
 26 
   (c) Generally, the emplacements can withstand the effects of  27 
   artillery and mortar fire. Artillery and mortar fire are effective against the 28 
    field fortifications around the emplacements. If the field fortifications  29 
   have overhead cover, point detonating and delay fused rounds can  30 
   destroy or collapse the fortifications. If the field fortifications do not  31 
   have overhead cover, proximity fused rounds can be employed. In either  32 
   case, the enemy infantry in the field fortifications will be forced to seek  33 
   more protected locations, thus, weakening the enemy defensive position. 34 
 35 
   (d) The weakest points of emplacements are embrasures, air vents, 36 
   and doorways. They provide the attacker with an opening to employ  37 
   grenades, rocket launchers, demolition charges, and small arms fire. 38 
 39 
 b. Tasks. Infantry units attacking a fortified position are organized into support, assault  40 
 and exploitation unit. The support unit provides covering fire for the assault unit which  41 
 goes forward, penetrates, and seizes an assigned objective within the enemy fortified  42 
 position. Both the support and assault units are reinforced or supported by appropriate  43 
 combat power. The cumulative effect of several small units simultaneously conducting  44 
 coordinated attacks against a fortified position will result in the penetration and 45 
  reduction of that position. The following tasks must be accomplished in order to  46 
 successfully attack and destroy assigned objectives within a fortified position. 47 
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 1 
(1) Neutralize the enemy infantry occupying the field fortifications and  2 
protecting  the emplacement to be attacked. Neutralization means not only 3 
suppressing the enemy fire but also restricts the enemy’s ability to observe 4 
avenues of approach. Artillery, mortars, and the support unit provide 5 
neutralization fires. Once entry or gained by the assault unit the exploitation unit 6 
is employed to press the attach and roll up the defensive position. 7 

 8 
(2) Supress/Neutralize the enemy automatic weapons fire coming from  9 
the emplacement being attacked and from any other emplacement whose sector  10 
of fire the assaulting unit must pass through. To do this, mutually 11 
 supporting  emplacements must be attacked simultaneously. The actual 12 
neutralization of automatic weapons in the emplacements is best accomplished 13 
 by a tripod-mounted machine gun using a traversing and elevating mechanism  14 
to deliver a high volume of accurate fire directly into the embrasure of 15 
the emplacement. One machine gun team is employed for each emplacement.  16 
The team is best employed from a covered and concealed standoff location where 17 
it cannot be suppressed by enemy fire. The machine gun team may not 18 
necessarily be attached to the attacking unit, but may be assigned the mission 19 
to provide direct support for the attacking unit. 20 

 21 
(3) Reduction of the enemy emplacement on the objective is a critical task.  22 
The emplacement's field of fire may cover the approach of the assault unit or that 23 
of an  adjacent attacking unit. In any event, it must be destroyed. Emplacements 24 
can be destroyed from ranges up to 250 meters using the SMAW. If a SMAW is 25 
not available, a DRAGON antitank guided missile may be used to destroy 26 
 an emplacement. If no assault weapons are available, the emplacement must 27 
 be assaulted and destroyed with demolition's or grenades. 28 

 29 
(4) The assault unit advances under covering fire from the support unit  30 
and supporting arms fire. The assault unit must possess sufficient combat  31 
power to accomplish the following tasks: 32 
 33 

   · Destroy, neutralize, or overcome barbed wire and other 34 
    obstacles encountered while moving forward. 35 
 36 
   · Kill or capture enemy sentinels or security posts 37 
   covering  avenues of  approach. 38 
 39 
   · Penetrate the enemy position, and kill or capture the enemy  40 
   personnel in or  around the destroyed emplacement and in at the  41 
   surrounding point of penetration. 42 
 43 

(5) Once the assault unit has penetrated the objective, the exploitation 44 
element moves onto the position and continues the momentum of the attack, 45 
rolling up the trenches. When finished, it establishes a hasty defense to repel 46 
counter attacks from the position. 47 
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 1 
 c. Role of the Rifle Squad. Normally, a rifle squad will participate in the attack on one  2 
 emplacement as part of the platoon. The squad can be assigned as either the support the  3 
 assault  or exploitation element. 4 
  5 
 d. Employment of the Support Unit 6 
 7 

(1) Organic Weapons 8 
 9 

   (a) Rifle. Rifle fires are directed against enemy troops  10 
   occupying field fortifications protecting the emplacement. 11 
 12 
   (b) Automatic Rifle. Automatic rifle fire is directed at troops 13 
    in field fortifications at the sustained rate. If a machine gun is not 14 
    provided to suppress the enemy automatic fire coming from the 15 
    emplacement, or if the machine gun becomes inoperable, the 16 
    automatic rifle should be assigned to suppress the fire from the 17 
    emplacement. In this case, fire is directed at the  embrasure at the  18 
   rapid rate. When fires from the emplacement are suppressed,  automatic 19 
    rifle fires are shifted to troops in field fortifications, and are fired 20 
   at the sustained rate. 21 
 22 
   (c) M 203 Grenade Launcher. M203 fire is directed against enemy 23 
    troops in defilade positions in trench lines and against automatic weapons. 24 
 25 
  (2) Supporting Weapons 26 

(2) If available, the MK19 and .50 caliber machine guns can be 27 
 employed in conjunction with the base of fire. If employed, these weapons 28 
will be used to neutralize the enemy infantry in field fortifications. Normally, 29 
these weapons will be employed from a standoff distance and will directly 30 
support the attack, rather than being attached to the attacking unit. 31 

 32 
(3) White phosphorus (WP) rounds, delivered from the company's 33 
60mm mortars, can be used to obscure the assault unit from enemy 34 
observation. 35 

 36 
 37 
 38 

(4) As was previously discussed, artillery and mortar support is  39 
provided to neutralize the enemy occupying the field fortifications  40 
around the emplacement. 41 

 42 
 e. Employment of Weapons by the Assault Unit 43 
 44 

(5) Organic Weapons. Squad organic weapons are employed by the  45 
assault unit in the same manner as they are employed in a daylight attack. (See 46 
par. 4303c.) 47 
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 1 
(6) Munitions Available. The following munitions are employed by  2 
the assault unit in reducing fortified positions. 3 

 4 
   (a) Demolition's. Demolition's are used extensively in fortified areas  5 
   to breach obstacles and destroy emplacements. If combat engineers  6 
   are not attached to the squad for the attack, squad members will be 7 
   required to employ the demolition's such as satchel charges and  8 
   other breaching charges. 9 
 10 
   (b) Fragmentation Grenades. These are used against enemy  11 
   infantry dug in around the emplacement. Additionally, fragmentation 12 
   grenades can be thrown through the embrasure or down ventilation 13 
   apertures of the emplacement. Fragmentation  grenades are   14 
   absolutely essential in reducing a strong point. 15 
 16 

(7) Smoke Grenades and Pyrotechnics. These are used primarily 17 
 for signaling between the units of the squad and from the squad to the platoon 18 
commander. They are used to signal that the assault is about to begin and 19 
that the base of fire should shift or cease. Smoke grenades may also be used  20 
to screen movements of the assault unit from enemy observation. 21 

 22 
(8) White Phosphorus Grenade. A WP grenade is normally used to 23 
screen the movement of the assault unit and to neutralize enemy personnel 24 
in field fortifications. 25 

 26 
(9) SMAW. If the SMAW is employed with the assault unit, the assault 27 
unit leader selects the SMAW firing position. This position must not be closer 28 
than 10 meters from the emplacement being attacked as the round has an 29 
arming distance of 6 to 10 meters. He instructs the SMAW gunner to engage 30 
and destroy the emplacement as soon as possible or, if surprise is desired, to 31 
open fire upon signal. Surprise in this case refers not only to the enemy in  32 
the emplacement being attacked, but also to other enemy positions around  33 
or which support the emplacement. 34 

 35 
   (f) DRAGON / JAVELIN. Can be utilized to breach a position or neutralize / 36 
   immobilize enemy vehicles in the strong points. 37 
 38 
9202. Squad Assigned Mission of Penetrating the Fortified Area 39 
 40 

(10) General. The squad may be assigned the mission of penetrating the fortified area. If 41 
  assigned this mission, the following considerations should be addressed. 42 

 43 
  (1) A machine gun team should be assigned to neutralize the automatic weapon in 44 
   the emplacement. 45 
 46 

(11) A SMAW or DRAGON/JAVELIN team should be attached to 47 
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 destroy the emplacement. 1 
 2 

(12) The squad must be provided bangalore torpedoes and other demolition's  3 
to  clear mines and obstacles, and satchel charges to destroy the emplacement 4 
or  other field fortifications. Combat engineers may be attached to perform  5 
these tasks; however, squad members must be proficient in the employment of 6 
bangalore torpedoes, satchel charges, and other demolition's, in the event 7 
combat engineers are not available. The assault section of the rifle company 8 
also have this capability. The squad should also be provided the capability 9 
to adjust artillery and mortars. 10 

 11 
 b. Planning and Coordination. The squad leader receives the attack order from his  12 
 platoon commander. His squad, with the additional combat power provided, is assigned  13 
 the mission of seizing or destroying a certain emplacement. The other squads are  14 
 assigned to attack other emplacements simultaneously. Attacks are usually conducted on  15 
 a  narrow frontage in an attempt to effect a penetration. 16 
 17 

(13) Planning the Attack/Penetration 18 
 19 

  (1) During his reconnaissance, the squad leader observes and plans the following: 20 
   · Location of the emplacement on the squad's objective. 21 
 22 
   · Position of the embrasures and enemy fields of fire. 23 
 24 
   · Surrounding field fortifications and obstacles. 25 
 26 
   · Location of other enemy emplacements supporting his assigned objective. 27 
 28 
   · A tentative assault position and final coordination line. 29 
 30 
   · A route to the assault position. 31 
 32 
   · A position for the base of fire. 33 
 34 
   · A firing position for SMAWs / DRAGONS / JAVELIN. 35 
 36 

(14) Based upon his reconnaissance, his mission, and the mission of the  37 
platoon, the squad leader plans his attack. 38 

 39 
(15) The squad leader determines whether he will remain with the base of fire  40 
or  move forward with the assault unit. If he is going to lead the assault unit, 41 
which is  the preferred method, he designates the base of fire leader, who is 42 
normally the fire team leader of the fire team assigned to the base of fire. If for 43 
some reason he must remain with the base of fire, he will designate the senior fire 44 
team leader as the assault unit leader. 45 

 46 
  (4) Upon completing his plan, the squad leader conducts a rehearsal, if 47 
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   feasible. During the rehearsal, he checks his plan and ensures that all 1 
  squad members and attachments know their duties. 2 
 3 
 d. Preparation Fires.  Preparation fires should be planned. However use of preparation  4 
 fires may negate the possibility of surprise. 5 

(16) Bombardment of the area by air, mortars, artillery, and naval gunfire  6 
may precede the attack. 7 

 8 
(17) The squad leader will position the support by fire and any weapons attached 9 
 to  the support by fire under cover of the preparatory fires. The support by 10 
 fire position is as far forward as possible. 11 

 12 
(18) The fire teams and attached weapons, comprising the assault unit,  13 
remain in the assembly area or are moved forward to the attack position. 14 

 15 
(19) The squad leader attempts to destroy the emplacement using the SMAW 16 
 from the base of fire position and other supporting fires. If this fails, he sends 17 
 the assault unit forward with the SMAW team attached to attack and destroy  18 
the emplacement. 19 

 20 
 e. Movement to the Assault Position. The base of fire neutralizes the enemy in the  21 
 emplacement by firing into the embrasure. Additionally, the enemy in the surrounding  22 
 field fortifications are taken under fire. When fires from the emplacement and the  23 
 surrounding field fortifications are neutralized, the assault unit moves forward to the  24 
 assault position. Smoke should be used to screen movement to the assault position and  25 
 during obstacle breaching. 26 

(20) The assault unit breaches any obstacle it encounters and destroys 27 
 enemy personnel who cannot be bypassed. 28 

 29 
(21) The assault position should be to the flank of the emplacement to 30 
take advantage of the defender's restricted observation and limited field of fire 31 

 32 
 33 
 34 
 f. Penetration of the Emplacement. The assault is conducted in the following  sequence. 35 

(22) The assault unit leader signals the assault. The base of fire is shifted  36 
or lifted on this signal. Smoke should be used to cover the assault. 37 

 38 
(23) If the emplacement has not already been destroyed, the SMAW, with 39 
the assault unit, is employed to destroy it. 40 

 41 
(24) The assault unit assaults the objective as soon as supporting fires are shifted 42 

or ceased. 43 
 44 

(25) Remaining enemy are destroyed with small arms fire, M203 fire, 45 
 and hand grenades. 46 

 47 
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(26) The emplacement is searched for intelligence material, tunnels, or  1 
other entrances. 2 

 3 
 (27) After the penetration is achieved, the squad leader moves his support 4 
  forward. The squad then consolidates the penetration point and prepares for 5 
  any counterattack. He holds the penetration point open, widens it by  6 
 attacking laterally so that the exploitation element can breach and finish 7 
 the attack. The squad may be directed to support the exploitation element, or  8 
 it may be directed to exploit the success he achieves. 9 

  10 
 g.  Following successful penetration the exploitation element moves through the 11 

assault  unit and pursues the enemy unit, continues to press the attack and takes 12 
advantage of  success achieved by the assault unit.  In some cases the assault unit 13 
may conduct  exploitation type duties.  Planning , coordination and other 14 
considerations for the  exploitation element remain the same as for planning any 15 
attack in fortified areas. 16 

 17 
Section III. Tank-Infantry Coordination 18 
 19 
9301. General 20 
 21 
The tank is primarily an offensive weapon employed to carry the fight to the rear of an enemy 22 
unit. Maximum use is made of its firepower, mobility, speed, and shock action. Restricting the 23 
speed of tanks to the speed of infantry moving on foot is not desirable as it negates most of the 24 
tank's capabilities. The information in this section applies to those situations where close terrain 25 
and /or enemy antitank defenses restrict the firepower, mobility speed and shock action of the 26 
tank. 27 
 a. Infantry Responsibilities. A rifle platoon commander directs the initial type of  28 
 protection to be afforded the tanks by his rifle squads. As the attack progresses, the rifle  29 
 squad leader decides whether to protect the tank physically or by short or long-range 30 
 fire.  His decision as to which type of protection to employ is based primarily on 31 
 the terrain  and situation. 32 
 33 
 b. Tank Responsibilities. Tanks can provide accurate high velocity direct fire support to  34 
 the infantry. As a secondary role, tanks can assist in the antitank defense. Tank unit  35 
 commanders make recommendations as to method of tank employment based upon the  36 
 situation, terrain, mission of supported unit, and tentative concept of operation. 37 
 38 
9302. Tank Capabilities and Limitations 39 
 40 
 a. Capabilities. Tanks have four general capabilities. They are: 41 
  (1) Firepower. The Ml tanks are equipped with a 120 mm 42 
   high velocity main cupola-mounted .50 caliber machine gun, loader's 43 
   7.62 mm machine gun and a coaxially-mounted 7.62 mm machine gun. 44 
 45 

(27) Armor Protection. Tanks have sufficient armor to withstand small arms 46 
 fire and shell fragments. This protection makes them an effective weapon in 47 
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the assault. 1 
 2 

(28) Mobility. Tanks possess cross country mobility and speed, which 3 
 permits rapid concentration and maneuver. Tanks can span an 8 foot ditch, ford 4 
water four feet deep without special fording equipment, and are capable of 5 
climbing 3 foot obstacles. 6 

 7 
(29) Shock Action. Firepower, armor protection, and mobility of the tank,  8 
when properly employed, provide shock action. 9 

 10 
 b. Limitations 11 
  (1) Inherent. Size, weight, noise, and limited observation are inherent limitations. 12 
 13 
  (2) Natural Obstacles. Terrain limits the employment of tanks. Deep mud,  14 
  rocky or stumpy ground, dense woods, swamps, and extremely roughs ground 15 
   limit their use. Rolling terrain, where cross-country mobility can be exploited,  16 
  is the best type terrain for tank operations. 17 
 18 
  (3) Manmade Obstacles. Manmade obstacles canalize tank movement  19 
  and restrict their employment. Obstacles frequently encountered are tank  20 
  ditches, tank  traps,  and roadblocks reinforced with antitank mines and  21 
  over watched by  antitank weapons. Urban areas are also considered obstacles  22 
  to the employment of  tanks. 23 
 24 
9303. Tank and Infantry Teamwork 25 
 26 
There are two important areas in which tanks interact with an infantry squad: movement to 27 
contact and actions on contact (including attacks). In both instances, squad leaders working with 28 
tanks should avoid a mind set involving rigid formations or notions of the tank's invulnerability. 29 
 30 
 31 
 32 

a. Movement to Contact. During movement to contact, the tank's long range 33 
firepower  Provides protection against enemy armor and enemy infantry. The infantry 34 
provides protection for the tanks against short-range ambush by enemy infantry. Clearly, 35 
tanks and  infantry complement one another.                                                36 
 Figure 9-3. Open Terrain 37 

      38 
 39 
  (1) Open Terrain. Tanks lead in open areas or when faced with 40 
   a significant armor threat. The infantry, in turn, may provide over watch for the  41 
  tanks. See MCWP 3-12, Marine Corps Tank Employment and  42 
  MCWP 3-13, Employment of Assault Amphibious Vehicles. For a  43 
  thorough discussion of the over watch movement technique. (See fig. 9-3.) 44 
 45 
  (2) Close Terrain. In heavily wooded or jungle terrain, the infantry will normally 46 
  lead the tanks. The tanks should provide over watch, if possible. The infantry, 47 
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   in  turn, is not only pursuing its mission but is providing a degree of 1 
   close-in protection to the tanks. Close in protection is not necessarily provided 2 
   by standing next to the tank; close in protection is provided by the infantry 3 
   being able to engage the enemy before the enemy can fire on the tanks. 4 
   The choice of formation, movement technique, and distance between units are  5 
   METT-T dependent.  The principle of the infantry engaging the enemy before 6 
   the enemy can engage the tanks is illustrated in figure 9-4 7 
 8 
   Figure 9-4. Close Terrain 9 
   10 

 11 
b. Actions on Contact/Attack. The basic plan for a surprise encounter with the enemy  12 
and hasty attack or a well-planned deliberate attack is the same--fire and maneuver.  13 
Rigid  formations and set piece battle drills are to be avoided. Tanks may initially be used as 14 
a base-of-fire and may be directed to fire and move in concert with or separate from 15 
the  infantry. Tanks should assault an enemy or move on to an objective only when  16 
enemy antiarmor weapons are suppressed.  Infantry units and supporting arms must be 17 
used to suppress anti-armor weapons so that the tank’s speed, shock and firepower can be 18 
used. 19 

 20 
 c. Communications. Communications between infantry and tanks may be accomplished  21 
 by using agreed upon arm and hand signals, pyrotechnics, and radio. Backup  22 
 communications and signals should always be planned. 23 
 24 
 25 
 26 

c. Safety Considerations 27 
 28 

  (1) Do not move in front nor abreast of a tank when it is firing (muzzle blast  29 
  area extends 20 meters on each flank). 30 
 31 
  (2) Tanks have a short turning radius. Stand clear of a moving or turning  32 
  vehicle at all times. 33 
 34 
  (3) Stay clear of the immediate rear of the M l tank. The intense heat coming  35 
  from its engine is dangerous. 36 
 37 

(30) Infantry should keep clear of tanks being refueled or resupplied  38 
with ammunition. 39 
 40 
 41 
 42 
 43 

Section IV. Mine Warfare and Demolitions 44 
 45 
9401. Mine Warfare 46 
 47 
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Mine warfare is the employment of mines against an enemy and the countermeasures employed 1 
against the hostile use of mines. In both offensive and defensive combat, employment of mine 2 
fields, covered by fire, helps a commander accomplish the mission. 3 
 4 
The United States military does not employ non-self-destructing/deactivating 5 
antipersonnel/antitank landmines (NSDAPLs/NSDATLs) in accordance with the President’s 6 
policy on landmines as outlined in Protocol II to the Convention on Prohibitions or Restrictions 7 
on the the use of Certain Conventional Weapons Which May be Deemed to be Excessively 8 
Injurious or to Have Indiscriminate Effects (otherwise known as the CCW Convention). Self-9 
destructing /deactivating antipersonnel/antitank landmines (SDAPLs/SDATLs) are found only in 10 
the family of scatterable mines (FASCAM).  It is imperative that each Marine rifle squad be 11 
adequately trained to protect itself from enemy mines. Because of the relatively cheap price and 12 
simplicity of use, the land mine has become one of the most common threats to all military 13 
operations. Due to the broadened scale of enemy employment, mine warfare is no longer an 14 
exclusive engineer responsibility. Each Marine must be trained to gain confidence in dealing 15 
with both friendly and enemy mines. 16 
 17 

a. Purpose of Mine fields. A minefield is designed to counter or delay armor, personnel,  or 18 
a combination of the two. To prevent the enemy from bypassing the minefield, it is  tied in 19 
with other obstacles, natural and artificial, and/or supported by fire. Minefields  20 

 are laid to: 21 
  · Delay the enemy. 22 
 23 
  · Canalize or guide the enemy to areas where fires may destroy him. 24 
 25 
  · Harass and/or demoralize the enemy. 26 
 27 
  · Complement other weapons and obstacles in order to achieve a  28 
  combined arms dilemma for the enemy. 29 
 30 
 b. Classification of Mine fields. Mine fields are classified according to their tactical  31 
 purpose. 32 

(1) Point Minefield. Point mine fields are used to disorganize enemy forces  33 
and hinder their use of key areas. They include Self Destructing/Deactivating 34 
Antitank Land Mines and Self Destructing/ Deactivating Antipersonnel Land Mines 35 
that may include  anti- handling devices. They are used to reinforce existing obstacles 36 
or rapidly block  an enemy avenue of approach. 37 

 38 
(2) Interdiction Minefield. Interdiction mine fields are used in enemy-held areas 39 
to kill, disorganize, and disrupt lines of communications and command and control  40 
 facilities. The squad will not normally have contact with interdiction minefields. 41 

 42 
(3) Phony Minefield. A phony minefield is an area of ground used to simulate a 43 
live minefield and deceive the enemy. Phony mine fields can supplement or extend 44 
live mine fields and are used when time, effort, or material for live mine fields is 45 
limited. Squad members may be called upon to assist in emplacing a phony minefield. 46 

 47 
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 c. Land mines. Land mines consist of a high explosive charge contained in a metallic or  1 
 nonmetallic casing fitted with either a fuse and/or a firing device for actuation by enemy  2 
 vehicles or personnel. 3 
 4 

(1) Antipersonnel mines consist of a small amount of high explosive charge 5 
in a container fitted with a detonating fuze arranged for actuation by pressure or 6 
release of pressure, by pull on a trip wire, or by release of tension. The two general 7 
types of  antipersonnel mines are the bounding fragmentation type and the blast type. 8 

   9 
(2) Antitank mines consist of a high explosive charge in a metallic or 10 
nonmetallic case. Antitank mines require a pressure of 290 to 500 pounds to detonate 11 
them. Actuation of antitank mines may be by pressure, tilt rod assembly, or magnetic  12 
 influence detonation. 13 

 14 
(3) FASCAM are air or artillery delivered mines. They can be either antipersonnel 15 
or antitank mines. FASCAM mines are sown on top of the ground. In addition to the  16 
 actuation methods mentioned above, FASCAM mines may have an anti disturbance  17 
 actuator, which will explode the mine if it is touched or moved. 18 

 19 
 d. Minefield Installation. Mine fields may be emplaced by hand, mechanical means, or  20 
 may be air/artillery delivered. In a hand emplaced minefield, the Marine rifle squad may  21 
 install all or a portion of the mines, depending on the size of the minefield and time  22 
 available. 23 
 24 
 e. Reporting and Recording Mine fields. Reports are made on every minefield placed  25 
 or at the assumption of control of a friendly minefield. A scatterable minefield report  26 
 must be made when emplacing a FASCAM minefield. This report must include at a  27 
 minimum the approving authority, the type of emplacing system, the target/obstacle  28 
 number, type of mines, life cycle of the mines, the aim and corner points of the field, and  29 
 the safety zone from the aim point. 30 
 31 
 A transfer of minefield report must be made upon relinquishing or assuming control of a  32 
 minefield. This report must include map sheets; grid coordinates of the minefield,  33 
 obstacle identification number, and transfer fromto. It is the relinquishing unit's  34 
 responsibility to provide all relevant information on a minefield in a clear and precise  35 
 format. 36 
 37 
 f. Detection of Mines 38 

(1) Visual. Visual inspection is used to locate mines. Experience with the mine 39 
habits  of a particular enemy is often a great aid. A careless or hurried enemy may 40 
leave indications such as disturbed soil, piles of stones, or debris from mine 41 
packaging. Pot  holes, road patches, soft spots in road and shoulders, bypass routes, 42 
and bivouac areas  are places that Marines can expect to find mines. Abandoned 43 
vehicles, felled tree  trunks, and souvenir materials should be avoided because of the 44 

   booby trap danger. 45 
 46 

(2) Probing. Probing is the method of detecting mines by penetrating the ground  47 
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with a sharp instrument such as a bayonet, stiff wire, or mine probe. Probing is slow, 1 
but it is the surest and safest way to locate mines, particularly the small antipersonnel 2 
type  such as the M-14. When probing, move on hands and knees with sleeves 3 
rolled up to increase sensitivity to contact with trip wires. Look and feel for trip wires 4 
and pressure prongs, then probe at an angle of 45 degrees every 2 to 6 inches on a l 5 
meter  left-to-right front. When an object is touched, stop probing, remove the earth  6 
 carefully, and determine what has been hit. The Marine should then mark the mine's  7 
 location and probe a new row about 2 to 6 inches forward of the last row. 8 

 9 
(3) Electrical Detection. Electrical detection, using mine detectors, is a method  10 
used to locate most types of mines. The detector is effective only if operated by a 11 
trained  and experienced operator. 12 

 13 
 g. Removal of Mines 14 
 15 

(1) Hand Lifting. Hand lifting is dangerous, but is used when secrecy must 16 
 be maintained or exploding the mine would cause undesired damage. After 17 
uncovering  the mine and neutralizing any devices on top of and around the sides of 18 
the mine, probe under the mine and feel to locate and neutralize any secondary fuzes. 19 
Carefully  lift the mine from the hole and move it aside for disposal. 20 

 21 
(2) Rope Removal. Rope removal is accomplished by attaching a 50 meter rope 22 
 or  wire to the exposed mine and pulling the mine from the hole, utilizing a covered  23 
 position. Wait at least 30 seconds before moving up to remove fuzes, pull wires, and  24 
 activate devices. 25 

 26 
(3) Removal by Explosives. Blow in place; this is the safest way to destroy mines.  27 
A l pound block of explosives set on or beside the mine is the most efficient method.  28 
 The bangalore torpedo is suitable for breaching minefields to provide foot lanes. 29 

 30 
9402. Demolitions 31 
Explosives are not dangerous if handled according to safety instructions. Military explosives are 32 
not sensitive to heat, shock, and friction as a result of normal usage and transportation. Blasting 33 
caps, electric and nonelectric, are extremely sensitive and dangerous and must be carried in the 34 
specially designed cap box. 35 
 36 
 a. Training. Training in explosives is simple and easily retained by the average Marine.  37 
 This training includes preparing and using explosives to destroy bunkers, caves, bridges,  38 
 and roadblocks; priming and firing of shaped charges, ban galore torpedoes, and clay-  39 
 more (M-18) mines; and blasting entrances into buildings. 40 
 41 
 42 
 43 
 44 
 45 
 b. Characteristics of Military Explosives 46 
 47 
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(1) Relative insensitivity to heat, shock, and friction. Not easily detonated by 1 
small arms fire. 2 

 3 
  (2) High detonating velocity. 4 
 5 
  (3) High power per unit weight. 6 
 7 
  (4) Stable under all climatic conditions. 8 
 9 
  (5) Detonated by easily prepared primers. 10 
 11 
  (6) Suitability for underwater use. 12 
 13 
  (7) Size and shape convenient for usage. 14 
 15 
 c. Explosives 16 
 17 

(1) TNT, because of its insensitivity, stability, and power, is universally accepted 18 
as the basis for rating other explosives. Its shattering effect is suitable for breaching  19 
 concrete, steel, or timbers. It can be used for all combat demolition missions. 20 

 21 
(2) C-4 (C-3), a plastic explosive developed for steel cutting, is stronger than  22 
TNT and is suitable for all front line demolitions. 23 

 24 
 d. Prepared Charges 25 
 26 
  (1) Shaped charges are used to blast boreholes in concrete and steel and can penetrate  27 
 bunkers and heavy tank armor. 28 
 29 

(3) Bangalore torpedoes are used to clear foot paths through barbed wire systems 30 
 or  antipersonnel mine fields. They can also be used as an ambush weapon. 31 

 32 
(4) Specialized mobility breaching charger can be constructed and employed 33 
for  urban breaching of doors, fences, windows. 34 

 35 
 e. Demolition Accessories 36 
 37 

(1) Detonating Cord (Prima cord). An explosive cord used to detonate a charge or  38 
a number of charges simultaneously. It is designed as a primer, and does not possess  39 
 the  power to be used as a working explosive such as TNT or C-4. 40 

 41 
  (2) Blasting Caps 42 
 43 

(a) Nonelectric. A small metal tube closed at one end containing 44 
 PETN (pantaerythritol tetranitrate). It is highly sensitive and must be carried in a 45 
cap  box. 46 

 47 
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(b) Electric. Same as above, except for two leg wires for electrical connection. 1 
 Its  use requires a source of current such as a 10 cap-blasting machine (hell box) 2 
or battery and a sufficient length of wire to stretch well clear of the charge.  3 
By preparing this system, except for completing the circuit, explosions may 4 
 be  remotely controlled. 5 

 6 
  (3) Time Fuze (Safety Fuze). A fuse used to detonate nonelectric blasting caps. 7 
 8 
Section V. Nuclear and Chemical Defense 9 
 10 
9501. Introduction to Nuclear Defense 11 
The introduction of nuclear weapons in modern warfare has placed greater responsibility on the 12 
unit leader. While nuclear fires produce casualties through blast, heat, and radiation, their effect 13 
depends upon many variables. Such variables include the size or yield of the weapon, height of 14 
burst (subsurface, surface, or air burst), distance from ground zero, and the protection afforded 15 
troops by fighting holes or armor. Marines with a basic knowledge of nuclear weapons and their 16 
effects can survive and still function as an effective part of a combat unit. Tests have proven that 17 
troops with adequate protection can operate within a matter of minutes in an area where a nuclear 18 
explosion has occurred. 19 

a. Conventional and Nuclear Explosions. There are several basic differences between 20 
 a  nuclear and a high explosive detonation. First, a nuclear explosion may be 21 
 many thousands or millions of times more powerful than that of the largest 22 
 conventional  weapon. Second, a fairly large portion of the energy of a nuclear explosion 23 
is in the form of heat and light or thermal radiation, which is capable of producing injury 24 
or starting  fires at considerable distances from the point of detonation. Third, and 25 
probably the  greatest difference, is the highly penetrating and harmful rays, called initial 26 
nuclear radiation. Finally, the substances left after the explosion are radioactive,  27 
giving off  harmful radiation over an extended period of time. This is known as the 28 
residual nuclear radiation or residual radioactivity. It is these differences between the 29 
conventional and nuclear explosions that require special considerations. 30 

 31 
 b. Effects on Individuals. Casualties from nuclear fire result from blast, thermal 32 
 radiation, and nuclear radiation effects. 33 
. 34 

(1) Blast. Injuries are caused by both direct and indirect blast effects. Direct 35 
 effect  injuries, such as ruptured eardrums and internal injuries, are the result of the 36 
very high-pressure waves generated by the blast. Indirect effect injuries are caused by  37 
 falling buildings; flying objects; scattered glass; and fires started from short circuits,  38 
 overturned stoves, and ignited fuels. The highest percentage of blast injuries will  39 
 normally be a result of indirect effects. 40 

 41 
 42 
 43 
 44 
  (2) Thermal Radiation and Other Burns. It has been estimated that  45 
  approximately  30 percent of the deaths that occurred as a result of nuclear 46 
   weapons were due to  burns of one kind or another. Persons in the open within  47 
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  2 miles of a medium sized nuclear weapon will receive painful flash burns on 1 
   exposed skin. Fires resulting from  blast cause other burn injuries. Personnel 2 
   looking directly at the nuclear explosion  may receive eye damage which is  3 
  usually temporary in nature. Flash and flame burns  resulting from nuclear  4 
  explosions are treated like other type burns. 5 
 6 

(4) Nuclear Radiation. The damage done by nuclear radiation depends on the  7 
dosage received and the time of exposure. Exposure to nuclear radiation does not 8 
necessarily  cause radiation sickness. It takes a large amount of nuclear radiation, 9 
either initial or residual, to seriously harm an individual. Normally, the effects of 10 
nuclear radiation  are  not noticed during or immediately after exposure. If a man 11 
receives an excessive  amount of nuclear radiation, such symptoms as nausea, 12 
vomiting, and a feeling of  weakness occur within a few hours. Bear in mind, however, 13 
that a person can have  nausea, vomiting, and weakness and still continue his duties. 14 
Generally, these  immediate effects do not require that the individual be evacuated. 15 
Except in cases of extreme overexposure, these effects soon disappear and may not 16 
occur again,  depending upon the dose received. 17 

 18 
 c. Types of Bursts. Nuclear bursts are generally described as air, surface, and  19 
 subsurface,   depending upon where the explosion occurs in relation to the surface of  20 
 the earth. The  height of burst is important since it influences the amount and kind 21 
  of damage that occurs. 22 
 23 

(1) Air burst. An air burst is a nuclear explosion in which the fireball does not 24 
touch  the surface of the earth. The greatest danger from this type of burst is from 25 
blast and heat. The primary nuclear radiation hazard is from initial nuclear radiation, 26 
but a residual hazard may exist out to several hundred meters from ground zero 27 
(further  with larger yield weapons), and should be avoided or passed through rapidly 28 
if attack through or reconnaissance of this area is necessary. 29 

 30 
(2) Surface Burst. A surface burst is one in which the fireball touches, but is  31 
not  beneath, the surface of the earth. Damage from blast is less widespread, and 32 
damage  from heat is approximately the same as for an airburst of the same size. About 33 
the  same initial nuclear radiation is present. Residual nuclear radiation is created in 34 
the  target area and may occur as fallout in downwind areas. 35 

 36 
(3) Subsurface Burst. A subsurface burst is one in which the center of the fireball 37 
 is  beneath the surface of the earth. Most of the blast effect appears as ground or 38 
water  shock waves. The majority of the heat and initial nuclear radiation is absorbed 39 
by the surrounding earth or water. However, considerable residual radiation is 40 
produced in the target area and later as fallout. 41 

 42 
 d. Individual Protection. The effects of a nuclear explosion may be divided into two  43 
 broad categories, immediate and delayed. The immediate effects are those that occur  44 
 within a few minutes of detonation and include blast and shock, thermal radiation, and  45 
 initial nuclear radiation. The delayed effects are normally associated with the  46 
 radioactivity present in fallout and neutron induced activity. The early fallout from a  47 
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 surface burst will begin to reach the ground within a few minutes after the explosion at  1 
 close-in locations, and later at greater distances from ground zero. 2 
 3 

(1) Protection from Blast. Since the effects of blast are immediate, consider 4 
 the individual in each of two circumstances; when adequate warning is given  5 
prior to the attack, and when no warning is forthcoming. 6 
 7 

(a) When adequate warning is given, the individual has time to prepare 8 
his  defenses. The fighting hole is good protection. It should be deep and strong 9 
with the cover well secured. Bunkers, fortified positions, and shelters are 10 
excellent protection from all effects of blast. 11 

    12 
(b) When there is no prior warning, individual reaction is mandatory.  13 
Remember,  the flash can be seen a few seconds before the blast wave arrives. In 14 
any case, a  person should stay down for at least 90 seconds. Ditches, culverts, and 15 
hills offer  good protection and as the distance from the ground zero increases, 16 
good  protection can be obtained from walls, slight depressions in the ground,  17 
or anything that breaks the pattern of the wave. 18 

 19 
(2) Protection from Thermal Radiation. Another of the immediate effects 20 
 that requires reaction on the part of the individual is the thermal radiation that is 21 
emitted from the fireball. Thermal radiation has a line of sight effect, so protection 22 
from it is the same as for blast. If prior warning of a nuclear attack is received, 23 
preparation both  for blast and thermal radiation should be complete. If a weapon goes 24 
off with no warning. drop flat on the ground or to the bottom of a fighting hole, keep 25 
your eyes  closed, and protect exposed skin from heat rays as much as possible (keep 26 
hands and arms near or under your body and helmet on). This immediate reaction will 27 
minimize serious burns. 28 

 29 
(3) Protection from Nuclear Radiation. The different effects of nuclear 30 
 radiation requires both intermediate and delayed action. Initial nuclear radiation is 31 
spent in the first minute or two after the burst, so protection from it is the same as for 32 
thermal radiation and blast. Any material will afford some protection from initial 33 
radiation, but denser items are better. For example, earth is a better shield than water, 34 
and steel is better than concrete. 35 

 36 
(4) Protection From Residual Radiation. Under conditions where the 37 
 explosion takes place either on or beneath the surface, the resulting residual radiation 38 
hazard is high. Particles of water spray, dust, and other debris, which become 39 
radioactive  through contact with the nuclear reaction of the weapon, contaminate 40 
large areas.  Individual protection consists of avoiding the fallout particles. This may 41 
be  accomplished in the field by covering fighting holes with earth, a shelter half, or  42 
 poncho. Open food and water supplies should be destroyed if contaminated.  Personnel 43 
and equipment should be checked and decontaminated if necessary. 44 

 45 
 e. Decontamination. At the small-unit level, decontamination is usually confined to  46 
 personnel, equipment, and food. 47 
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 1 
  (1) Personnel. Personnel decontamination should be accomplished as soon as the  2 
 tactical situation permits. 3 
 4 

(a) Normal Procedure. In rear areas, and when permitted in the tactical 5 
area,  personnel bathe, using plenty of soap and water. Particular attention should 6 
be  given to skin creases, hairy parts of the body, and the fingernails. 7 

 8 
(c) Field Expedient Procedures. When the tactical situation prohibits 9 
 normal procedures, field expedient procedures are used. Clothing should be 10 
removed and  shaken vigorously downwind. Shrubbery can be used to brush 11 
radioactive  particles from the clothing. Personnel should put on a protective mask 12 
or cover  their nose and mouth with a damp cloth to prevent inhalation of the 13 
radioactive  dust. Care must be taken to avoid secondary contamination of food or 14 
water  supplies during the shaking of clothing. Personnel then wipe all exposed 15 
skin with  a damp cloth and remove as much dust as possible from the hair and 16 
from under  the fingernails. Personnel should bathe and change clothing when the 17 
tactical  situation permits. 18 

 19 
  (2) Equipment. The squad may be required to decontaminate individual items 20 
   of  equipment. The decontamination of equipment may be accomplished by 21 
   removal  (brushing and washing, sealing, and aging). In some cases, brushing 22 
   will reduce dry  contamination to a permissible level. In most cases, washing will  23 
  be adequate even  though brushing has not been effective. When speed in  24 
  the decontamination of  equipment is important, brushing is performed first,  25 
  followed by washing as time and  circumstances permit. 26 
 27 
  (3) Food. Food and water that have become contaminated should be destroyed by  28 
 burying. 29 
 30 
9502. Chemical Defense 31 
 32 
Chemical agents are efficient, simple to produce, and capable of killing or incapacitating in a 33 
matter of seconds. Prior training and indoctrination is necessary for survival and combat 34 
efficiency. 35 

a. Types of Chemical Agents. Chemical agents are divided into the following general  36 
 classifications: 37 

 38 
(1) Toxic Chemical Agents. Chemical agents designed to kill or incapacitate 39 
are  known as toxic agents. They may enter the body through the lungs or by 40 
contact with  the skin. The current groups of toxic agents are: 41 

 42 
   (a) Nerve Agents. These agents are quick acting. Entering the body 43 
    through  breathing or by skin contact, they are very rapid in action and  44 
   produce immediate  casualties. 45 
 46 

(b) Blister Agents. These are chemical agents which injure the eyes, lungs, 47 
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and burns the skin. Symptoms may appear immediately or as long as 36 hours 1 
after  exposure. 2 

 3 
(c) Blood Agents. These are rapid acting agents that deprive the body of  4 
 oxygen.  They must be inhaled to be effective, so the field protective mask affords 5 
 complete protection. 6 

 7 
(d) Choking Agents. These are delayed action casualty producers that are  8 
very  damaging to the lungs. Low concentrations may be difficult to detect. 9 
The protective mask provides adequate defense. 10 

 11 
(e) Incapacitating Agents. These chemicals will cause temporary casualties 12 
that may be extremely difficult to control. Symptoms of mental confusion may 13 
take  several hours to appear and may last for several days. Restraint and 14 
immediate medical assistance is necessary. 15 

 16 
(2) Irritant Chemical Agents. The irritant agents produce temporary irritating  17 
or disabling effects if they are inhaled or contact the eyes and skin. The standard 18 
agents  of this group range from CS (tear agents) through chlorine. 19 

 20 
(3) Smokes. Smokes are chemical agents used to deny observation or transmit 21 
 a  signal. 22 
 23 

   (a) Screening Smokes. Screening smokes are used to screen  24 
   friendly movement  or deny enemy observation. 25 
 26 

(c) Signaling Smokes. Signaling smokes are special fuels containing dye  27 
which produce colored smokes. 28 

 29 
(5) Flame Fuels and Incendiaries. The flame fuels are normally employed  30 
against  personnel and incendiaries are used to destroy material. 31 
 32 

   (a) Flame Fuels. These agents consist of special blends of petroleum  33 
   products, usually in thickened form. They are easily ignited and may be  34 
   projected toward a  target by a flame weapon or flame tank. 35 
 36 
   (b) Incendiaries. These agents consist of a combination of flammable  37 
   substances that burn with an intense heat and cause combustion and/or ignition 38 
    in most materials. The incendiaries are thermite and thermate. White  39 
   phosphorus may be  used as an incendiary or as a screening smoke. 40 
 41 
 42 

b. Detection of Chemical Agents. The success of chemical defense depends to 43 
 a great degree on the thoroughness of the training program conducted by the small unit 44 
leader.  This training must consider the various characteristics of the agents as stated 45 
above and  the three phases of defensive operations; detection, protection, and 46 
decontamination. 47 
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 1 
  (1) Intelligence Sources. Intelligence sources may warn of expected attacks. 2 
   These  reports are usually based on enemy preparations and capabilities. 3 
 4 
  (2) Individual Marines. Marines may be able to identify a chemical attack by the  5 
  use  of their physical senses. Agents may have characteristic odors, create a 6 
   visible cloud, appear as droplets on vegetation, or be detectable only by  7 
  early recognition of  symptoms. Because of this variety and the risk of rapid  8 
  casualty effects, an automatic  masking procedure will be put into effect once 9 
   chemical operations are initiated. Any  suspicious occurrence (low flying  10 
  aircraft, smoke screen, unaccountable liquid,  unusual physical or mental  11 
  symptoms) will be considered a potential threat and all  12 
 13 
  Marines will mask. The situation can then be checked in comparative safety and 14 
  the  decision made to unmask or continue a protected Posture as required. 15 
 16 

(4) Special Equipment. There are several items of special equipment designed for  17 
 the identification and detection of chemical agents. The squad should be basically  18 
 familiar with this equipment and its uses. 19 
 20 

   (a) Paper, Chemical Agent, Detector, ABCM8. ABCM8 chemical 21 
   agent  detector paper is a component of the chemical agent detector kits.  22 
   The sheets  consist of paper impregnated with chemical compounds that vary 23 
    color when in  contact with V- or G-type nerve agents or blister (mustard)  24 
   agents, in liquid form.  This paper does not detect vapor and must touch the  25 
   liquid agent to ensure a  positive test. Because some solvents cause a change in 26 
    the color of the paper, it is  unreliable for determining the completeness  27 
   of decontamination by the use of  solvents. A color chart is included in the  28 
   booklet to aid in interpreting the tests. 29 
 30 

(d) Chemical Agent Detector Kit, M256. This item is designed for company  31 
and   larger sized units and provides the means of detecting and identifying 32 
 vapor  concentrations of most chemical agents. These devices are designed for 33 
rapid identification of agents but cannot be used as warning devices as test 34 
reactions  may take several minutes to complete. 35 

 36 
(e) Individual Chemical Agent Detector (I CAD). ICAD is a small  37 
battery-powered chemical agent sensor that attaches to outer clothing. This  38 
device provides the means for a squad size unit to detect low vapor concentrations 39 
of  nerve, blood, blister, and choking agents. 40 

 41 
 42 
 43 
 44 

(f) Chemical Agent Monitor(CAM). CAM is a hand held chemical  45 
agent  monitor designed to identify the presence of agent vapor and residue 46 
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 for  decontamination operations. CAM operates by two push buttons for on/off 1 
and mode change for selection of either nerve or blister agent detection. 2 

 3 
(g) Water Testing Kit, M272. The M-272 is designed to test for several types  4 
of  chemical agents in salt, brackish, fresh, or treated water regardless of water 5 
borne  or possible interfering substances in any combination . 6 

 7 
c. Protection 8 
 9 

(1) Protective Mask. When properly fitted, the protective mask protects  10 
against  inhalation and facial contamination by toxic agents. This is the primary means 11 
of protection in chemical defense. 12 

 13 
(2) Protective Clothing. Protective clothing is available for those persons required 14 
 to  enter or remain in a contaminated area for a length of time. 15 

 16 
 17 

(3) Antidotes. Antidotes for blister and nerve agents are found in the protective  18 
mask carrier. Atropine is used as treatment for any exposure to a nerve agent. It may 19 
be given by medical personnel or self-administered by the individual. Effects should 20 
be obvious in 15 to 20 minutes. 21 

 22 
d. Decontamination. Decontamination consists of washing away, neutralizing, or  23 

 destroying the chemical agent. The squad should be familiar with two groups of  24 
 decontaminates, the natural and standard items, plus the procedure for personnel  25 
 decontamination. 26 

 27 
(1) Natural. Natural decontaminates are those provided by nature. 28 
 29 

   (a) Weather may be used when time is not a factor in the use of equipment 30 
    or  terrain. 31 
 32 
   (b) Water may be used to flush or neutralize certain agents from the surface 33 
    of  equipment. Hot water produces the best results. 34 
 35 

(d) Earth is used to seal in contamination or act as an absorbent. If earth 36 
moving  equipment is available, an area that is contaminated may be covered with 37 
about 4 inches of earth and then crossed without danger to personnel. 38 

 39 
(e) Fire may be used to destroy or vaporize liquid agents, especially in grassy  40 
or  wooded areas. 41 

 42 
 43 
 44 
 45 

(2) Standard. There are certain chemical compounds that may be used to reduce 46 
 the effectiveness of contamination. 47 
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 1 
   (a) Bleach (STB) is a chlorinated lime that will neutralize most liquid agents. 2 
 3 
   (b) Slurry is a mixture of bleach and water designed for easier surface coverage. 4 
 5 
   (c) DS2 is a special solution designed for use against blister and nerve agents. 6 
 7 
   (d) The M-258 decontamination kit contains two separate packets,  8 
   marked  DECON 1 and DECON 2, to decontaminate skin and selected 9 
    personal equipment. 10 
 11 
  (3) Personnel Decontamination 12 
   (a) Use the M-258 personal decontaminating kit immediately upon attack.  13 
   A  thorough wash down with hot, soapy water and a change of clothes  14 
   should follow use of the kit, when the situation permits. 15 
 16 
   (b) The M-291 skin decon kit consists of a wallet like flexible carrying  17 
   pouch containing six identical, hermetically sealed, foil packets. 18 
    Each  packet contains a  folded, non woven fiber applicator pad filled 19 
    with decontaminate powder and an  attached strap handle on one side. Use this  20 
   kit in the same manner as the M-258. 21 
 22 

23 
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Section Vl. Counter-Insurgency Operations 1 
 2 
9601. General 3 
 4 
Operations against insurgent forces are characterized by aggressive and carefully planned 5 
offensive actions. The rifle squad leader must be aware of the role his squad plays when engaged 6 
in such operations. In prolonged counter-insurgency operations the insurgents are often referred 7 
to as guerrilla. 8 
 9 
9602. Characteristics 10 
 a. The squad leader must know how insurgents operate to defeat them. Insurgents require  11 
 the following: 12 
 13 
  (1) Base. An area with dispersed and alternate facilities to provide 14 
   security,  discourage pursuit, provide routes to alternate bases which are close to  15 
  the area of  operations, and has adequate routes for entry and exit. 16 
 17 
  (2) Supply. A source of food, weapons, ammunition, and equipment. 18 
   19 
  (3) Intelligence. Information which enables him to plan operations or evacuate 20 
   his bases when endangered. 21 
 22 
  (4) Communications. Means of gaining timely information and passing  23 
  instructions promptly. 24 
 25 
 b. Insurgent may be ruthless, cunning, and able fighters even though they may have  26 
 limited and outdated equipment. They attack weak or unprotected units at night, during  27 
 periods of reduced visibility, and when security is likely to be lax. Attacks are  28 
 characterized by speed, surprise, and rapid withdrawal. 29 
 30 
9603. Training and Education for the Squad 31 
The squad leader must educate the squad prior to taking part in operations against insurgents. 32 
Stress is placed on the following: 33 
 34 
 a. Self-Discipline. An important part of combating insurgent is self discipline. Men are  35 
 proud of the spiritual values, culture, and customs of their country. If members of the  36 
 squad ignore or neglect these items, hatred of Marines and sympathy for insurgent may  37 
 result. 38 
 39 
 b. Security. Marines must be security conscious at all times. Two routine methods of  40 
 providing security are safeguarding information and guarding installations. Loose talk, 41 
 as  well as careless performance of duty, endangers friendly forces. 42 
 43 
 c. Need for Intelligence. Successful operations against insurgent forces depend upon  44 
 accurate and timely information. Insurgent are elusive and must be located and  45 
 eliminated. All means of communication are used to ensure rapid transmission of  46 
 messages in keeping with security. 47 
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9604. Establishing a Patrol Base 1 
 2 
To cover the entire area of insurgent operations, it is usually necessary to establish temporary 3 
patrol bases some distance from the parent bases. Temporary patrol bases are established by 4 
company or smaller units to include the squad and should not be occupied more than 24 hours  5 
except in an extreme emergency. In all situations, a patrol base is occupied the minimum time 6 
necessary to accomplish the purpose for which it is established. 7 
 8 
 a. Deception. A patrol base is stealthfully occupied. The ability to hide the unit is   9 
 maintained by practicing deception techniques that are carefully planned.  10 
 Deception  plans should include the following considerations: 11 
 12 
  · If possible, the march to the base is conducted at night. 13 
   14 
  · The route selected avoids centers of population. 15 
   16 
  · If necessary, local inhabitants met by the patrol in remote areas are detained. 17 
 18 
  · Inhabitants of areas that cannot be avoided are deceived by marching in a  19 
  direction   that indicates that the patrol is moving to some other area. 20 
 21 
  · Scouts operate forward of the main body of the patrol. 22 
 23 
  · Bases are usually located beyond areas that are patrolled daily. 24 
 25 
  · If fires are necessary, smokeless fuel is burned. 26 
 27 
  · Normally, not more than one trail should lead into the base and it  28 
  should be  camouflaged and guarded. 29 
 30 
  · The base is occupied as quickly and quietly as possible. 31 
 32 
  · The route to the base is selected by use of photos, maps, and ground and  33 
  aerial  reconnaissance. 34 
 35 
  · If practical, the patrol leader makes an aerial reconnaissance. 36 
 37 
  · Terrain features that are easily identified are selected as checkpoints and rest breaks. 38 
 39 
  · Daily aerial and ground reconnaissance is continued. 40 
 41 
 42 
 43 
 b. Locating the Base 44 
 45 
  (1) It must be secret and secure. A patrol operating from a base unknown to  46 
  the  enemy increases the possibility of guerrilla contact. A secure base permits  47 
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  the troops  to rest. 1 
 2 
  (2) The base must have facilities of terrain suited for the erection of adequate 3 
   radio antennas. 4 
   5 
  (3) If it is anticipated that an air drop or a helicopter resupply will be required, 6 
   the base should have a convenient drop zone or landing point.  7 
 8 
  (4) The base must allow men to sleep in comfort. Wet areas and steep slopes 9 
   are avoided. Flat and dry ground that drains quickly affords the best location. 10 
 11 
 c. Sequence of Establishment. A suggested sequence for establishing a base in jungle or  12 
 heavy woods is as follows: 13 
 14 
  (1) Leaving the Road or Trail. The jungle and heavy woods provide the  15 
  best security from surprise and the best conditions for defense. Generally the 16 
  best methods to use in leaving the trail or road are: 17 
 18 
   · Select the point to leave the trail or road. 19 
 20 
   · Maintain security while the column moves off the trail. 21 
   22 
   · Have troops at the end of the column camouflage the area where the 23 
    exit was made from the trail. 24 
 25 
   · Continue movement until a suitable patrol base is reached. 26 
 27 
  (2) Occupation of a Patrol Base 28 
   (a) This occupation is based on a platoon of three squads, but the force  29 
   may be  larger or smaller. 30 
 31 
   (b) The patrol is halted at the last suitable position approximately  32 
   200 meters from the tentative patrol base location. 33 
 34 
   (c) Close in security for the patrol is established and the patrol leader  35 
   has his subordinate leaders join him to conduct a reconnaissance. 36 
 37 
   (d) Patrol leader moves to the tentative patrol base location and designates 38 
   point of entry into patrol base location as 6 o'clock, then moves to and  39 
   designates center  of base as patrol headquarters. 40 
 41 
 42 
 43 

(e)  Subordinate leaders reconnoiter areas assigned by clock system  44 
for suitability  and return to patrol leader upon completion. 45 

 46 
   (f) Patrol leader sends some men to bring the patrol forward. 47 
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 1 
   (g) Patrol leaves line of march at right angles and enters base single file moving to 2 
         center of base. Designated men remove signs of patrol's movement. 3 
 4 

(h) Each leader peels off his unit and leads it to the left flank of his 5 
 assigned  sector. 6 

 7 
(i) Each unit occupies its portion of the perimeter by moving clockwise to the 8 
 left flank of next sector. 9 

 10 
(j) Each unit then reconnoiters forward of its sector, with designated  11 
 individuals, by moving a specified distance out from the left flank of the sector; 12 
moving  clockwise to the right limit of the sector; and reentering at the right flank 13 
of his sector. They report indications of enemy or civilians, suitable observation 14 
and listening post positions, rallying points, and withdrawal routes. 15 

 16 
(k) Patrol leader then designates rallying points, positions for observation  17 
posts and listening posts, and withdrawal routes. 18 

 19 
(l) Each squad then puts out an observation post (day) and a listening post 20 
 (night)  in front of each sector, establishes communications, and commences base 21 
routine. 22 

 23 
 d. Base Alert. The critical periods for defending the base are at dawn and dusk. During  24 
 these periods, the entire patrol remains in an alert status. The base alert serves the  25 
 following purposes: 26 
  (1) Enables each man to see the disposition of troops and the nature of the  27 
  ground to  his front and flanks. 28 
 29 
  (2)  Provides a definite cut off period for the change of routine. Beginning  30 
  with evening alert, all movement and noise cease and lights are extinguished.  31 
  After the  morning alert, the daily routine begins. 32 
 33 
       (3)Enables the squad leaders to check details while all men are positioned.  34 
  This will include a check on maintenance of weapons, equipment, ammunition, etc. 35 
 36 

e. Alarm. The patrol must have a suitable alarm signal for the approach of either 37 
friendly or enemy troops. This signal should not sound foreign to the environmental area 38 
and must be detected only by patrol members. 39 

 40 
 f. Leaving a Base. Before leaving the base, all signs of occupation are removed. Any  41 
 shelters are destroyed. The area is left to appear as though it had not been occupied. 42 
 43 
9605. Establishment of Control Over Civil Populace 44 
 45 
Rifle squads will assist in carrying out steps to reduce sympathy and civilian support for 46 
insurgent by making visits to villages, enforcing troop discipline, and working closely with civil 47 
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authorities. Every effort is made to deny insurgent their source of supply, reinforcement, and 1 
recruiting. 2 
 3 
Surprise attacks against insurgent will encourage the populace to resist their operations. When 4 
friendly forces react effectively to insurgent attacks, insecurity is developed among the enemy, 5 
while the population gains confidence in friendly forces. Raids and ambushes are conducted to 6 
keep insurgent in a state of alarm for their security, to lower morale, to prevent rest, and to 7 
hinder their operations. 8 
 9 
Rifle squads may assist civil populace in executing the following control measures: 10 
 11 
 · Establishing restricted areas. 12 
 13 
 · Enforcing curfews. 14 
 15 
 · Relocating villages and settlements. 16 
 17 
 · Controlling weapons. 18 
 19 
 · Denying food. 20 
 21 
 · Searching individuals, vehicles, and houses. 22 
 23 
 · Training self-defense units. 24 
 25 
 · Riot control. 26 
 27 
 · Registering civilians. 28 
 29 
 · Establishing roadblocks and checkpoints. 30 
 31 
��Assistance in medical and dental capabilities (Med/Den Cap) 32 
  33 
9606. Patrol Operations Against Insurgent 34 
 35 
Short and long-range patrols perform reconnaissance and combat missions in operations against 36 
insurgent. Successful execution of these missions requires consideration of the significant 37 
differences between conventional and insurgent forces. 38 
 39 
Insurgents are difficult to identify because they frequently dress in civilian clothing. Although a 40 
distinctive insignia is sometimes worn, the carrying of a weapon is often the only means of 41 
identification. 42 
 43 
Insurgents are elusive and when threatened scatter by fading into the civilian population, thus 44 
making decisive combat difficult. Certain persons may be of value to patrols engaged in 45 
operations; e.g., persons speaking the language of the area, or native to the areas, who are 46 
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sympathetic to our cause. They may be able to identify insurgents, help locate insurgent bases, 1 
and provide other timely information. 2 
 3 
Rapid communications are important. Immediate transmission of information permits prompt, 4 
decisive action against insurgents. 5 
 6 
9607. Offensive Action Against Insurgents 7 
When an insurgency has gained support for its cause and has achieved political recognition its 8 
military force may began conventional style operations. It is against this conventional force that 9 
aggressive action is required to destroy the insurgents. Offensive action is conducted by applying 10 
the tactics and techniques of regular offensive combat. 11 
 12 
 a. Purpose. The primary purpose of offensive action is the destruction of insurgent  13 
 forces.  Other objectives include capture or destruction of insurgent concentrations,  14 
 headquarters, communication centers, and sources of supply. 15 
 16 
 b. Types of Offensive Operations. The most effective forms of offensive action may be  17 
 classified as encirclement and attack. 18 
 19 
  (1) Encirclement. Encirclement is the most effective method of  20 
  destroying  insurgents. A rifle squad participates in the encirclement as part of a 21 
   larger force. The  operation consists of a movement from assembly areas to a line 22 
   of encirclement,  occupation of the line of encirclement, offensive drives, 23 
   and destruction of insurgents  within the area. 24 
 25 
  (2) Attacks. Although the encirclement is the most effective offensive maneuver  26 
  used  in combating insurgent forces, it is often difficult to execute because 27 
  of inadequate forces, the type of terrain involved, or limitations imposed by  28 
  the  situation. Pressure on the enemy must be maintained by attacks, patrols, and raids. 29 
 30 
   (a) Squads attack using normal offensive tactics. Surprise gives the attacker 31 
   a marked advantage; therefore, every effort is made to move all units  32 
   into position quickly and undetected. Squads normally use the hours of 33 
   darkness to move into positions for the attack and maneuver to blocking  34 
   positions which seal off escape  routes. All types of offensive tactics  35 
   are employed. Success of the attack is often  determined by aggressiveness  36 
   and speed. 37 
 38 
 39 
   (b) If possible, a double envelopment is used by the main body. This 40 
    maneuver  limits insurgent withdrawal, disorganizes them, and creates 41 
    shock effect. Units of  the attacking forces close rapidly with the enemy. 42 
    Squad leaders must realize that  the objective is total destruction of the 43 
    insurgents, not merely seizing and holding  ground. 44 
 45 
 46 
 47 
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9608.  Cordon and Search 1 
   2 
         A.  Cordon and Search.  A cordon and search is an operation  3 
   Normally  conducted during counterinsurgency/counterguerrilla operations and  4 
   Is  designed to entrap a segment of the population in a built-up area.  The 5 
   object of the operation is to conduct a detailed search for guerrillas or 6 
    other identifiable enemy personnel and their equipment and to execute 7 
    other designated programs in support of the civil affairs aspect of  8 
   the counterinsurgency.  The techniques used to conduct the cordon and  9 
   search are applicable in other combat or peace keeping environment when 10 
    a search of an area is to be conducted. 11 
      12 
     1.  Purposes.  The purpose for conducting a cordon and search can vary.  13 
    It is  extremely important, however, that the cordon and search  14 
    commander  understand why he is conducting the operation in order that he 15 
    be able to focus on the ultimate objective.  Generally, a specific situation or 16 
    need should exist  the warrants a cordon and search be conducted on a  17 
    specific village (e.g.,  intelligence reports, recent guerrilla activity, etc.).   18 
    Frequent village searches  for the sake of providing situation and status reports 19 
    to higher headquarters should be avoided.  If not, this will lead to 20 
    negative interaction between the couterinsurgency forces and the  21 
    civilian community.  The commander should look for quality and not quantity 22 
    in conducting cordon and search operations.  Some common purposes 23 
    for conducting the cordon and search are as follows: 24 
 25 
         (a)  Eliminate/reduce the insurgent’s use of an area. 26 
 27 
          (b)  Assist in implementing counterinsurgency programs. 28 
                            29 
                                   (1)  Conducting population control activities. 30 
 31 
          (2)  Civic actions may be conducted to boost support for  32 
     the  government.  MEDCAP and/or DENTCAP operations with  33 
     public health teams, and  immediate outpatient care of routine 34 
      medical problems with evacuation to a   hospital for ore serious cases. 35 
 36 
 37 
        (c)  Gain intelligence on insurgent activity. 38 
 39 
       40 
                         2.  Insurgent influence.  The influence or control over the population  41 
   enjoyed by  he insurgent exists in varying degrees, and is based on a number 42 
    of factors. 43 
 44 
      (a)  Pro-government villages. 45 
 46 
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      (b)  Villages dominated by insurgents. 1 
 2 
      (c)  Confirmed insurgent/guerilla village. 3 
 4 
      3.  Insurgent advantage.  The guerrilla has many advantages over 5 
    the  counterinsurgent forces, the most notable of which is perhaps time.  6 
    The   insurgent can easily wait out the government forces particularly if  7 
   those forces  contain elements of the U.S. Armed Forces. 8 
 9 
    (a)  Counterinsurgencies/insurgents do not lend themselves to quick solutions.  10 
 11 

(b) Traditional culture may be at odds the the government’s 12 
 political decisions.  In many cases, the insurgent will try to convince  13 
the local  populace that the insurgency is the only way to stand against an 14 
“oppressive” government. 15 

 16 
    (c)  From the population’s perspective, it may be more practical to stand  17 
    with  the guerrilla against the government.  18 
 19 

(d) The insurgent will always seek to perpetuate the perception among  20 
the  populace that the government and any external support is unreliable. 21 

 22 
     B.  Organization of the Cordon and Search Force.  The unit that is  23 
     tasked  with conducting a cordon and search will normally be no smaller in  24 
     size than  a rifle company and will frequently be a battalion.  Organization of  25 
     the force is similar to the method used in task organizing a patrol or raid force, 26 
      in that we establish a “general organization” to conduct major tasks.  This 27 
      breaks the unit into subelements.  Subelements are further divided into teams  28 
      to conduct special tasks based on mission requirements and objectives.  29 
     The following  task organization is common: 30 
 31 
    (1)  Command element  This is the HQ of the unit conducting the mission. 32 
     It  provides the command and control for the operation, coordinating 33 
    the various assets. 34 
 35 
 36 

  (2) Cordon element.  The mission of the cordon element is to 37 
   control all  access in and out of the village.  Total isolation of the village is 38 

the objective.  The level of isolation established around the village is a major                           39 
factor in the success or failure of the operation.  All avenues of egress out                                 40 
of the village (e.g., trails, roads, streams, draws, etc.) must be blocked.                                      41 
The following points generally pertain to the cordon: 42 

 43 
          (a)  It usually comprises the majority of the force involved. 44 
 45 

(b) It must be set in a manner that does not allow the population  46 
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caught in  the cordon time to react ( villagers an potential insurgents).  1 
Some  possible techniques to achieve this cordon are: 2 

 3 
(1) Infiltration night or during the hours of  4 
reduced   visibility  or  reduced population activity. 5 

 6 
                     (2)  Rapid maneuver particularly by helicopter insert. 7 
 8 
          (c)  The cordon allows no one in or out until the search is complete. 9 
 10 

(d)  The cordon element provides its own security by employing  11 
OP/LPs and patrols outside the cordon. 12 

 13 
(e)The proximity of the cordon to the village is METT-T dependent.  14 

  A  rough guide for the maximum distance of the cordon from the village                             15 
is beyond small arms range (500-600 meters). 16 

 17 
(f) A reaction element or force should be organized within  18 
the cordon   element that would be capable of responding to pressure on 19 
the cordon during the operation. 20 

 21 
(2) Search element.  The search element actually searches the village 22 
and its   inhabitants.  The search element should be as small as possible and if the                                 23 
option exists, should not contain U.S. personnel with the exception of                                            24 
advisors. 25 

 26 
         (a)  Reconnaissance team 27 
 28 
              (1)  Conducts surveillance of village from a point inside the cordon. 29 
 30 
     (2) Selects/recommends the route the search element should  31 
     take into the village.   32 
 33 

    (3)Normally will enter the village first, guiding the  34 
    Interrogator and   Tran slator Teams (ITT).  35 

 36 
                             (4)  Contacts and issues initial instructions to civic and police officials. 37 
 38 
                                   (b)  Search teams 39 
 40 
                (1)  Task organized to search village, with specific sections  41 
     and/or  structures to search. 42 
                                              43 
                (2)  Search team members should not enter and search 44 
      structures  without the presence of the owner/head of household. 45 
 46 
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(3) The presence of this individual prior to  1 
search   demonstrates  respect for the family and home. 2 

 3 
                      (4)  Minimizes the risk of injury from booby traps. 4 
 5 

(5) Provides the opportunity to question individuals out  6 
of ear   shot  of other villagers. 7 

 8 
(c) Populace control team.  This element centrally locates and monitors  9 
the inhabitants, detailing to them what is taking place, and why.  Other   10 
possible functions include: 11 

 12 
                                          (1)  National identity cards are verified by this team and at this time. 13 
 14 

   (2) Manages the going and coming of property owners or  15 
heads  of  households during the search process. 16 

 17 
(a) Prisoner control team.  Handles and arranges for the 18 

evacuation of  suspects uncovered by the search. 19 
 20 

(b) Documentation team.  Documents, processes  21 
and arranges  evacuation of weapons, equipment, and logistical 22 
supplies uncovered   by the search. 23 
 24 
(c)  Medical  team.  Conducts MEDCAP and DENTCAP 25 
operations. 26 

 27 
(3) Reserve element. Use reserve and position reaction forces near highest threat area. 28 
 29 

              Note:  Organization of the search element should be strictly tailored 30 
     to  the mission.  The commander organizes his search element based  31 
     on the tasks that need to be conducted within the scope of the  32 
     mission and   purpose of the operation.  Organization of  33 
     the  search element will vary  with each particular situation. 34 
 35 

C. Execution of the Cordon and Search.  The accuracy of the  36 
commander’s   METT-T evaluation will be critical to making this decision, 37 
and for ensuring   operational success.  The execution of the operation may 38 
occur in the following steps either sequentially or concurrently.  39 

 40 
                              (1)  Planning.  Applying the same steps for tactical decision making  41 
    used in   planning any operation (BAMCIS), the commander evaluates 42 
     his mission, commander’s intent, etc., and arrives at decisions on the 43 
     details of the execution.  As in all cases, the quality of the 44 
     information associated with   METT-T becomes critical.  The 45 
     Commander asks, “What is the focus of our planning?” 46 
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 1 
(2) Task Organization.  Some key decisions that will be made, and tasks  2 
that require assignment include the following: 3 

 4 
           (a)  Organization (Command, Cordon, Search, Reserve)  5 
 6 
                (b)  Location(s), size, and commander of each element. 7 
 8 
                (c)  Main Effort  and Supporting Efforts of the search. 9 
 10 
                     (d)  Cordon Element assets (MMG, Asslt, Mortars, FAVs, etc.) 11 
 12 

(3) Isolation of the area:  Setting the cordon.  The cordon must be 13 
 emplaced in such a manner that any guerrillas and /or insurgents cannot  14 
escape, remove supplies or equipment.  As stated previously, this may be                                              15 
accomplished by a variety of techniques, with the key element being                                               16 
surprise. 17 

 18 
              (4)  Seizure of the objective area. 19 
 20 

(4) Search.  Once the cordon element is set, the search element moves  21 
in to commence the search.  The approach of the search element towards the                                         22 
village or town is most likely when the force will be engaged by sniper fire                                     23 
or booby traps.  The probability of contact at this point is high.  If the                                            24 
cordon was set successfully then the populace will be in a state of surprise.                                    25 
Known guerrillas or insurgent sympathizers will likely attempt escape or try                                   26 
to remain undetected.    27 

  28 
 9609. Attacking Insurgent Houses 29 
In planning an attack: 30 
 · Secrecy is essential. Relatives, sympathizers, or intimidated natives can warn the enemy 31 
  of the patrol's approach. 32 
 33 
 · Location of the house and the nature of terrain surrounding it are determined by ground  34 
 or aerial reconnaissance, sketches, photos, or guides. 35 
 36 
 · The patrol approaches and occupies its position during darkness 37 
 38 
 · The patrol should be no larger than required to carry out the mission. 39 
 40 
 · Approach is quiet and cautious, using all available cover. 41 
 42 
 · Avenues of escape are covered physically or by fire. 43 
 44 
 · If the mission is to capture the occupants, and armed resistance is not 45 
   expected, surround the house and approach it from all sides. 46 
 47 
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 · If the mission is to attack the house, and armed resistance is expected, the 1 
  patrol is located so that every side of the building is covered by fire. 2 
 3 
 4 
 5 
 6 
 7 
 8 
 9 
 10 
 11 
 12 
 13 
 14 
 15 
 16 
 17 
 18 
 19 
         20 
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